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Since August 2003, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has had a substantial military presence in Afghanistan, culminating in operations spanning the country beginning in October 2006. For the first time in the history of the alliance, NATO is operating on territory outside of Europe and is responsible for the security of a non-member state. The risks and implications entailed in such a mission are far reaching, to say the least, and, in some ways, can be compared with other momentous challenges that NATO has confronted over its 60-year history.

This monograph evaluates NATO’s role as an alliance, both with regard to its internal dynamics and its role in facing external security threats. It focuses on NATO’s role in Afghanistan in particular and the implications that this undertaking and its results could have for the future of the alliance.

The document is an outgrowth of a research project, “Risks and Rewards in U.S. Alliances.” The project sought to examine pressures on alliance structures, and on U.S. allies more generally, to better understand what the United States and its key partners seek to gain from such alliances; how changing security circumstances are shaping and, in some circumstances, recasting the nature of these partnerships; and, more generally, to explore the costs and benefits of sustaining alliance relationships into the future. Additionally, the project aimed to shed light on strategies that could maximize the benefits of key partnerships into the indefinite future, as well as strategies to share and distrib-
ute among allies the risks that remain in ways conducive to effectively functioning alliance relations.

The research reported here was sponsored by Headquarters United States Air Force, Directorate of Operational Plans and Joint Matters (HQ USAF/A5X) and conducted within the Strategy and Doctrine Program of RAND Project AIR FORCE.

This document should be of interest to a broad audience, from policymakers and decisionmakers to students of security studies. This monograph provides insights and recommendations for strengthening alliance structures amidst a changing and challenging security environment.
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Sixty years after its inception, NATO finds itself at what could be a pivotal and defining moment. NATO’s success in Afghanistan—or lack thereof—will have significant implications for the future of the alliance. A successful mission in Afghanistan could promote the vision of NATO as a global security alliance capable of undertaking a wide scope of operations, ranging from diplomatic engagement to peacekeeping operations and even to combat operations beyond the bounds of the treaty area. Such versatility would confirm NATO’s role as the most important security alliance in existence. Alternatively, failure in Afghanistan, or even an indeterminate outcome, would portend an uncertain future for NATO. Were NATO to emerge less than victorious, it would remain to be seen what lessons the alliance would retain other than determining never to embark on a mission like this again. Indeed, it is entirely possible that NATO would conclude that nation-building in Afghanistan was not that important after all and not worth the risk, on the assumption that the real goal was to preclude al Qaeda from reestablishing a sanctuary there. While this may spare NATO the painful experience of learning hard lessons, it would not spare the pain felt for those lives lost.

The Americanization of the effort, a result of the March and December 2009 decisions by the U.S. administration to significantly increase U.S. troops and equipment, provided renewed momentum to the mission, in addition to much-needed resources. Nevertheless, while the Americanization may be good for Afghanistan, it may prove to be bad for NATO as an alliance. Indeed, absent a decision to increase
their own contributions in kind, alliance partners instead find themselves junior partners. In an alliance that finds achieving consensus is central, having one partner clearly overshadow all others highlights the real limits of the transatlantic alliance.

The purpose of this document is to evaluate NATO’s role as an alliance given NATO’s past, but with a focus on NATO’s present and an eye toward the future. In particular, we examine the risks, commitments, and obligations entailed in NATO’s operations in Afghanistan and the effects this mission has on the alliance’s internal dynamics. We draw on a wide range of sources to examine how NATO’s role has been redefined over time. In doing so, we make certain observations:

• NATO assumed control of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission without a firm understanding of the demands, level of commitment, or level of resources such a mission would entail. In short, NATO had no strategy. (See pp. 16–24.)
• Despite rebalancing efforts, not all alliance members are sharing this mission’s burdens—troop levels, funding, and equipment—equally. A few members are bearing the brunt of commitments for operations in Afghanistan. (See pp. 42–48.)
• Operations in Afghanistan have forced the alliance to confront something it has largely avoided in previous operations: the risk of casualties. On this all-important issue, the uneven distribution of the burdens and risks among ISAF members is having a corrosive effect on the cohesion of the alliance. (See pp. 48–56.)
• Given the risks and the nature of the threat in Afghanistan, managing the expectations of NATO members and their respective publics will require greater effort. Addressing the misalignment of expectations both within governments (between military and civilian elements) and between governments and their electorates would help foster greater cohesion between NATO forces deployed abroad and their counterparts at home and would aid the development of a more holistic long-term strategy for Afghanistan. (See pp. 60–67.)
• NATO members increasingly acknowledge that a successful long-term strategy in Afghanistan, especially given recent levels of vio-
lence and instability, must include a sustained commitment to training, equipping, advising, and assisting the Afghan National Security Forces; bolstering security in regions under threat from the Taliban or other criminal elements; strengthening governance at the local and national levels; and assisting development and reconstruction efforts. The membership has, however, not yet provided adequate resources for such a strategy. (See pp. 27–37.)

• Such a long-term strategy should also be coherent, comprehensive, and coordinated with other key powers and organizations, including the Afghan government, the United Nations, and the European Union. Most important, these entities need to align their strategies with the others and work toward compatible and complimentary time lines. As it stands, the American, European, and Afghan partners are all working under very different time lines—and in some instances, different goals. (See pp. 27–39 and 60–67.)

• Additionally, NATO’s role in Afghanistan has opened opportunities for constructive outreach to regional powers that have a vested interest in, and influence on, the outcome of operations in Afghanistan. For example, NATO, as a forum, could be a valuable tool for a coordinated effort to reach out politically to garner more-effective support from Pakistan. (See pp. 64–65.)

• Finally, the success and survival of the alliance beyond Afghanistan will require the alliance to redefine the roles of NATO members and nonmembers, as well as its relationships with the United Nations and the European Union. (See pp. 56–60.)

The list of issues NATO faces is long and daunting and extends beyond the borders of the member countries. Yet, if the goal is indeed to look toward the future, these are issues the alliance must confront; failure to do so would risk the long-term success and sustainability of the alliance.
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In September 2006, as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was assuming overall responsibility for all military operations in Afghanistan, NATO’s military commander, General James Jones, was working feverishly behind the scenes to gain support from partner nations to commit the troops and materiel he felt were necessary to succeed in the new tasks that the alliance had assigned to him. Seemingly with the stroke of a pen, NATO was taking a bold step—and taking on a host of new risks—yet it engaged in endless debates about sending even modest increments of additional troops and equipment to support what was, by any standard, a greatly expanded and extraordinarily difficult mission in Afghanistan. Just as NATO was stepping up, at least in theory, Afghanistan was showing more and more signs of falling apart. Yet, as it was stepping up, NATO lacked an overriding concept of or support for the mission itself, leaving many to wonder what would fall apart first: Afghanistan or the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission.

This was not a new situation for General Jones; for his predecessor, General Joseph Ralston; for their successors, General Bantz (John) Craddock and Admiral James G. Stavridis; or for the alliance itself. Although NATO’s political leadership had taken on more and more responsibilities in Afghanistan since 2002, when the alliance first became involved there after the fall of the Taliban, allied leaders never seemed willing to provide the mandate or commit the resources necessary for NATO’s military commanders to succeed. Indeed, even the recent Americanization of the effort (stemming from the decisions in
March and December 2009 to significantly increase U.S. troops and equipment) carries its own risks and ramifications if NATO members choose not to follow in suit. In a sense, by involving itself in Afghanistan, NATO appears intent on demonstrating that it is still capable of doing something. Yet, in this case, the alliance does not appear to have deemed the challenge important enough to show that NATO was doing all it could. This was particularly so if doing all it could meant committing more troops and equipment and giving these forces—and the NATO commander—the authority to confront Afghanistan’s most serious challenges, which, in this case, included the resurgence of Taliban forces and attacks from other extremist elements.

In a very real sense, NATO appears to have stumbled into Afghanistan with little or no debate about direction—the purpose of the mission, the resources it would need, and how it might mark a new chapter in NATO’s long and storied history. Indeed, for an institution with a history of long and agonizing debates over all big (and most small) matters, NATO’s role in Afghanistan came about almost as an afterthought, although one that will have profound effects for the future of the alliance. NATO’s success could usher in a new era of transatlantic cooperation on a host of global issues and could pave the way for a new set of global partnerships. Failure, or even a bad stumble, could lead NATO into a long period of introspection and retrenchment. Members and nonmembers alike would inevitably question whether NATO is indeed able to perform successfully as a global security provider. Consequently, such a failure would result in reassessment of NATO’s role and purpose and even of its continuing necessity and viability as an

---

1 The 2006 NATO summit in Riga, Latvia, stressed the need to develop and maintain global partnerships because of “the global threats and challenges the Alliance is facing and the long-distance nature of recent NATO-led operations and missions.” The same emphasis on partnerships was repeated at the Bucharest, Romania, summit over a year later. See NATO, “NATO’s Partnerships,” Riga Summit Guide, press kit, 2006; NATO, “Contact Countries,” Bucharest Summit Guide, 2008.

2 We are quick to acknowledge that success has yet to be defined, although NATO leaders have spoken of improved security, reconstruction and development, and governance at various times. See, for example, NATO, “Progress in Afghanistan: Bucharest Summit,” April 2–4, 2008c.
alliance. While new security problems, such as Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons, could spark a revival in the alliance, the aftershocks of failure in Afghanistan could prove debilitating. This would, after all, be the first instance in which the alliance was called into action and failed. In this sense, the risks associated with NATO’s foray into Afghanistan are extraordinary.

Whatever the outcome, NATO’s decision to become involved in Afghanistan—at first in a very limited role but ultimately taking responsibility for the security and reconstruction of the entire state—will be remembered as a watershed event for the alliance and will be counted among the handful of fateful decisions that shaped the alliance’s history.

This monograph considers NATO’s future through the lens of its involvement in Afghanistan. It focuses particularly on how NATO manages risk in light of its new commitments and obligations. In Chapter Two, we begin by briefly examining the sweep of NATO’s history, including the early days of the alliance; the key milestones of the Cold War; and NATO’s responses to significant events, such as the fall of the Berlin Wall and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Chapters Three, Four, and Five follow NATO as it accepts its role as a security provider after 9/11, then moves into Afghanistan. These chapters consider NATO’s performance before and during its commitment in Afghanistan, from the onset of its limited role to its command of ISAF and direct roles in both peacekeeping and combat operations. We thus consider the risks that NATO member states face in Afghanistan, focusing in particular on shared burdens, which now for the first time include shared casualties (who dies for the alliance); redefining roles and responsibilities in the alliance (who among NATO and non-NATO countries is capable of doing what); and managing expectations among NATO’s leaders and supporting publics, particularly as missions become both long and demanding. Chapter Six concludes with a

---

3 In a review of this monograph, Colonel (ret.) Joseph Collins observed that, although the NATO operation in Kosovo was a technical success mainly because of U.S. airpower, it was less of a success for the NATO alliance and a preview of challenges NATO would face in Afghanistan.
discussion of the future of NATO and how its role in Afghanistan will affect NATO’s role as a global security provider in the years to come.
NATO was not part of the initial post–World War II design. Initial planning for the postwar order focused on the creation of global entities—the United Nations (UN), the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank—and enforcement by the “Four Policemen”: the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and China.\(^1\) Several key elements of this plan did not survive Roosevelt’s death in 1945; some parts did not survive the decade; and still other parts, rather amazingly, survive to this day.

NATO was born of necessity as postwar euphoria gave way to ever-increasing tensions with the Soviet Union in Europe and with Northeast Asia. Communist success in China and China’s open, although short-lived, embrace of Moscow only fueled the need for action. Plans for global security arrangements, created during the middle to waning days of World War II, gave way to two distinct camps: East and West. NATO would become the centerpiece of security cooperation for the West.\(^2\)

But the all-too-apparent need for NATO did not mean that creating the alliance would be simple or seamless. At the heart of the debate was deep-seated concern over what role defeated and occupied Germany should play in the new alliance. France, in particular, was at the center of the debate.

---


Although most understood that the Federal Republic of Germany needed to be anchored in a new transatlantic relationship, there was genuine concern about Germany’s military role in the alliance. Many observers thought that Germany should be relegated to a passive recipient of security that would be provided by the victorious allies. Many harbored deep anxieties about German rearmament.3

Given demonstrable Soviet expansionist designs and growing Soviet and Warsaw Pact military capabilities, the question of risks and rewards in the newly formed alliance seemed relatively straightforward: In exchange for acknowledgment of U.S. leadership and for the allies’ contributions to the common defense, the United States was prepared to demonstrate its share in Western Europe’s security risks by committing itself militarily to the defense of NATO Europe. That commitment included the potential use of U.S. and, later, NATO-controlled nuclear weapons. In essence, NATO’s European partners acceded to becoming importers of security, with the United States becoming the predominant exporter. Over time, however, the United States wanted more than a leadership role for its contributions. It also expected NATO’s European members to be active, not passive, contributors to Europe’s defense. Year after year, decade after decade, American leaders would lament that, although risks were being shared, as had been conceived in the earliest days of the alliance, the burdens (of making good on commitments) were not. As the European NATO states emerged from their immediate postwar destruction, becoming prosperous, thriving economies, the chorus of these American concerns grew louder. That chorus continued through the final days of the Cold War.4


4 In the earliest days of the alliance, Washington was concerned that NATO Europe would sacrifice economic reconstruction for military preparedness. By the mid-1960s, these concerns would abate, and new concerns would arise about Europe’s “insufficient” contributions to North Atlantic security. See, for example, Earl C. Ravenal, “Europe Without America: The Erosion of NATO,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 63, No. 5, Summer 1985.
And the United States wanted more. The United States also expected broader political support for its varying agendas beyond Europe. The United States maintained strong pressure on selected NATO partners to decolonize.\(^5\) It opposed certain British and French roles in the Middle East; sought support for U.S. military involvement in Southeast Asia; and, later, tried to solicit support for U.S. policies in the Middle East.

Nuclear weapons would remain a central and enormously sensitive topic. Although American and European leaders alike understood and accepted the rationale for relying on nuclear weapons and a tangible threat of escalation to compensate for a perceived conventional inferiority, they were also wary about the role nuclear weapons might play in an actual crisis or war. When Charles DeGaulle purportedly asked whether “any U.S. President is prepared to sacrifice New York to save Paris,”\(^6\) he gave voice to broader European anxieties about the risks the United States might be willing to take on behalf of its European partners but presented only half the debate. The other half seized on what it saw as the distinct possibility that Washington might actually be willing to use nuclear weapons in a European war, might actually be willing “to fight to the last European”—to avoid risking the U.S. mainland.\(^7\) The argument ran that Washington might be willing to incur great risks to protect its allies, but its foremost priority was to protect the population of the United States. One had to presume Washington would not shrink from any option available to do so. This tension was managed throughout the Cold War years but never resolved.

Still, throughout the Cold War, the United States never allowed policy differences with its European partners, including France, to overshadow its abiding interests in containing Soviet influence and deterring Soviet military threats to Europe. Washington’s European partners, for their part, found ways to achieve a workable balance between being led by the United States and being treated as equal partners.

---

\(^5\) This policy, of course, predated the establishment of NATO.


Although NATO seemed to be in perpetual crisis, its crises focused almost entirely on how to achieve lasting security in Europe, not on whether security was worth achieving.

The fall of the Berlin Wall, the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, and the disintegration of the Soviet Union created a degree of euphoria in Europe perhaps never before experienced in its long and turbulent history. These events also raised questions about the future of the alliance that had been so successful in bringing about the circumstances that seemed more a dream than reality. German unification would be the first test.

Much like the debate over Germany’s role in NATO and German rearmament, the idea of German unification generated trepidation in many circles, not just in Moscow, but also in Paris and London. If the expressed purpose for NATO was to protect members against Soviet aggression, an implicit role was to link Germany inextricably to its Western partners to preclude repetition of the two calamitous wars of the 20th century. As Lord Ismay, NATO’s first Secretary General, reportedly stated, NATO’s purpose was to “keep the Americans in, the Russians out and the Germans down.” Those opposing rapid German unification did so largely on the grounds that a united Germany had much more potential to become an independent Germany, capable of separating from its NATO partners. Those arguing in favor of rapid unification maintained that a united Germany would be linked to the West not only through NATO but, more importantly, through the European Community (soon to become the European Union [EU]).

At the same time, internal instability in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) was steadily increasing and threatening to tear the country apart. As a result, Helmut Kohl’s government viewed unifica-

---


tion with the Federal Republic of Germany as a better approach than attempting to reform and democratize the GDR.\textsuperscript{11} Concerns about the stability of East Germany trumped the broader debate over the implications of a unified Germany; consequently, unification proceeded quickly, and the GDR’s fate was settled within a year.\textsuperscript{12}

With the German question settled—or least muted for the time being—attention turned rapidly to the issue of NATO’s identity and purpose after the Cold War.\textsuperscript{13} With Central and Eastern Europe unshackled and the Balkans simmering, many began arguing for a broadened NATO role. The tagline “out of area or out of business” expressed a school of thought that held that NATO needed to embrace Central and Eastern Europe and help bring stability to the Balkans lest it face bankruptcy as an institution.\textsuperscript{14} According to this view, it was vital that NATO demonstrate its relevance to the most pressing security issues Europe faced. Were it not up to the task of extending stability, NATO would not long survive.

Looking back now, after three post–Cold War rounds of NATO enlargement and two reasonably successful interventions in the Balkans, expanding NATO’s reach to the periphery of Europe seems natural and inevitable, even though each initiative prompted opposition from Moscow. But the decision to enlarge NATO in the first place was a close call, with debate circling largely around potential risks. Those

\textsuperscript{11} In hindsight, it is now clear that Helmut Kohl was the driving force behind the West German position. See Zelikow and Rice, 1997.

\textsuperscript{12} Zelikow and Rice, 1997.

\textsuperscript{13} As an attempt to revitalize NATO’s purpose, the alliance agreed on and publicly released the new Strategic Concept at the NATO meeting in Rome in November 1991 (previous versions were classified). The concept took into account the changing security environment, German unification, ongoing transformation in the former Soviet Union, and arms control issues. It restated the purpose of NATO and laid out the fundamental tasks of the alliance. Similarly, in 1999, the Strategic Concept was updated to describe a NATO that was more flexible and able to conduct new missions outside its members’ territories, such as in Kosovo and Bosnia, and that was larger and prepared to address such new security threats as weapons of mass destruction and terrorism. See NATO, “Strategic Concept,” web page, last updated July 31, 2010f.

opposed to enlargement questioned what NATO was taking on, both in terms of cost and mission.\textsuperscript{15} Those opposed to intervention in the Balkans raised their objections largely on the basis that, once NATO was involved, it would never be able to extricate itself. Opponents, in particular, were quick to raise Bismarck’s famous quip that the Balkans were “not worth the bones of a Pomeranian grenadier.”\textsuperscript{16}

The Kosovo experience, in particular, produced deep divisions inside NATO—and in the U.S. administration—because NATO was being committed not merely to enforce a peace settlement but to create conditions for change through the coercive use of force.\textsuperscript{17} As the bombing of Serbia and Serbian forces in Kosovo continued from days to weeks to months,\textsuperscript{18} several of NATO’s now 19 members grew increasingly uneasy about the mission the alliance had adopted and the possible outcomes. Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic finally did capitulate after 79 days of bombing, but the alliance itself had been shaken greatly by the experience. An implicit lesson for many in the United

\textsuperscript{15} As the debate on NATO membership for the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland unfolded, one question was whether it would simply cost these nations less to join NATO than to develop their own defenses individually. Similarly, NATO members also asked how much it would cost NATO to bring the candidate nations’ defenses up to alliance standards. Several members were concerned about NATO’s overall mission and whether enlargement was a move in the right direction. Those against enlargement argued that NATO did not face a threat that warranted enlargement, which would in turn only aggravate relations with Russia and create more problems than solutions. Despite these concerns, in the end, consensus emerged that it would be in NATO’s interests to accept candidates into the alliance that met the stated requirements for NATO membership because the benefits of their membership would outweigh the costs. See Linda D. Kozaryn, “Mr. NATO’ Explains Enlargement,” American Forces Press Service, April 1998.

\textsuperscript{16} See, for example, François de Rose, “A Future Perspective for the Alliance,” \textit{NATO Review}, Vol. 43, No. 4, July 1995.


\textsuperscript{18} Then–NATO commander General Wesley Clark, among other allied leaders, assumed Serbian leaders would capitulate within three days. For further discussion, see Hosmer, 2001, pp. 17–18.
States and Europe was that, when it came to the coercive use of force, NATO would not be up to the task again anytime soon.\textsuperscript{19}

The September 2001 terrorist attacks on the United States provided a new watershed for NATO. Americans and Europeans alike were deeply shocked and shaken by the attacks,¹ and the U.S. government and international community felt an impetus for an immediate response. In a strong showing of support to the United States and at the urging of NATO Secretary General George Robertson, the North Atlantic Council made an unprecedented decision on September 12, 2001, to invoke Article V of the NATO charter, which states that an attack on one NATO member was an attack on all NATO members. Shortly thereafter, NATO submitted a proposal to the United States listing a set of possible military functions it could provide to assist with the fight against terrorism in Afghanistan.² However, deep differences remained among NATO members about appropriate courses of action and the role of the alliance in meeting broader security challenges. Although it had not specifically requested the Article V declaration, the United States was eager to accept allied contributions, but not at the cost of delaying action or compromising its ultimate goal of destroying al Qaeda’s stronghold, capturing its leaders, and ending Taliban rule in Afghanistan. As a result, the United States ultimately declined the offer of direct support from NATO. Instead, with the help of a few NATO


partner countries, the United States began preparations for large-scale operations in Afghanistan: Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), led by U.S. armed forces, would begin on October 7, 2001.

In late September 2001, in the run-up to OEF, U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld tried to address the nature of the military challenges—as he saw them—in an attempt to define the new “war on terrorism” and how military operations needed to adapt to it. Rumsfeld stated, “the mission will define the coalition—not the other way around.” Many viewed this as a slap at NATO and a rejection of the way NATO had operated over its history. Rumsfeld’s position, as well as Washington’s “you’re with us or against us” attitude, made many in Europe express skepticism about the longer-term future of the alliance. To many, U.S. reluctance to work with the alliance—even after the first-ever invocation of Article V—had a damaging effect on NATO, making it seem less viable and certainly less important. As NATO Secretary General George Robertson would later admit, the U.S. decision to ignore the alliance “left some bruises behind.”

Although they were no less appalled by the 9/11 attacks than American leaders, several European leaders continued to voice caution

---


6 See, for example, Steven Erlanger, “For NATO, Little Is Sure Now but Growth,” *New York Times*, May 19, 2002. Indeed, one commentator of this monograph noted that, in retrospect, the challenges NATO has faced since assuming the entire mission in late 2006 and the subsequent re-Americanization of the effort in 2008 could be seen to confirm U.S. hesitance to work with the alliance at the onset.


over America’s all-out “war on terror” over the following year,9 asking aloud whether such a direct and frontal approach (the idea that the best defense had to be a good offense10) would achieve the desired results. Many in Europe, including several of the Bush administration’s close partners in the United Kingdom (UK), took the position that Europeans had long lived with the threat of terrorism and had learned to contain the threat without confronting the need to go to war. These voices respected Washington’s goal of ending al Qaeda’s sanctuary in Afghanistan and even ending the Taliban regime’s rule there, but they were deeply concerned about where Washington’s new assertiveness would take it, and them, next. In short, they were concerned about whether the risks associated with aligning with Washington in its war on terror outweighed the rewards, particularly if Washington was heading into destinations unknown or perhaps too well known, such as Iraq.

This is not to suggest that European leaders were, or are, of a single mind on the issue. Donald Rumsfeld’s quip about “old Europe and new Europe” resonated with many on both sides of the Atlantic.11 It did so not so much because Rumsfeld accurately captured the cleavages in European opinion but because he recognized that European leaders had widely different views on the importance of divergent security threats to Europe and NATO, and that France and Germany, in particular, did not speak for all of Europe. Rumsfeld’s now-famous words helped to spark a period of introspection in Europe about security matters in general, the various paths the United States and its European partners were following, and the future of the NATO alliance. The

---


unveiling of the Bush administration’s views on “preemption” and the debate over war in Iraq brought these matters into stark relief.

Ultimately, the U.S. decision in fall 2001 to undertake the war in Afghanistan with only indirect NATO support was largely an effort to avoid the constraints that a coalition might impose. If the United States military and its partners were indeed set to face a new set of security challenges that required a flexible and adaptable force, some feared coalition constraints would hamper efforts to achieve the desired objectives swiftly and decisively. As a result, to achieve its objectives in Afghanistan and maintain total operational control, the United States would pursue “a coalition of committed countries, if possible, but acting alone if necessary.”12 This decision further perpetuated NATO’s struggle to prove its relevance and define its role in the post–9/11 world. While NATO as a whole understood the threat of terrorism and recognized the need for action to address it, it lacked consensus on what kind of action that should be. The impetus to act could not be ignored.

An Opportunity for NATO in Afghanistan?

The objective for U.S. forces in OEF was to “disrupt the use of Afghanistan as a terrorist base of operations, and to attack the military capability of the Taliban regime.”13 The United States was able to achieve military victory relatively quickly following the start of operations in October 2001, thanks in part to substantial support from several countries, including special operations forces from Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Germany; land forces, aircraft, and a carrier battle group from France; and significant military and diplomatic support from the UK.14 The quick success U.S. forces achieved in OEF resulted in

---


14 For more contributions, see U.S. Department of State, Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs, “NATO: Coalition Contributions to the War on Terrorism,” fact sheet, Washington, D.C., October 24, 2002.
the UN-supported Bonn Peace Agreement (signed December 5, 2001, at the Bonn conference in Germany), which established an interim Afghan government, the Afghan Transitional Authority, on December 22, 2001, in addition to a UN-mandated international force to provide security throughout the transition process.\textsuperscript{15} The international security force—officially named ISAF—was specifically mandated to support the Afghan Transitional Authority “in the maintenance of security in Kabul and its surrounding areas, so that the Afghan Interim Authority as well as the personnel of the United Nations can operate in a secure environment.”\textsuperscript{16} UN member countries volunteered at six-month intervals to lead the ISAF mission: The UK was the first to lead ISAF, designating Major General John McColl as commander.\textsuperscript{17}

But because of the short rotation, the British had no sooner accepted command than they were already planning for their successors. In the summer of 2002, ISAF leadership was transferred to Turkey, and the question was soon raised whether transferring power every six months would ultimately become counterproductive. Since many of the countries participating in the ISAF mission were also NATO members, the idea quietly but rather quickly spread that perhaps NATO, as an organization, could play a greater role in the ISAF mission. In June 2002, Secretary General George Robertson seemingly dispelled rumors that NATO would seek a more active “out of area” role by stating that NATO is “a defence Alliance, we remain a defence Alliance, we do not go out looking for problems to solve.”\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{15} For the full text of the agreement, see Agreement on Provisional Arrangements in Afghanistan Pending the Re-Establishment of Permanent Government Institutions, Bonn, Germany, December 5, 2001. See also UNSCR 1386, on Afghanistan and the International Security Force, New York, December 20, 2001.


\textsuperscript{17} Note that while ISAF was being established, U.S. forces continued to conduct operations throughout Afghanistan. By containing ISAF’s presence to Kabul and the immediate vicinity, this enabled U.S. forces to continue military operations throughout the rest of Afghanistan with minimal operational constraints.

\textsuperscript{18} Lord George Robertson, NATO Secretary General, transcript of press conference, Brussels: NATO Headquarters, June 6, 2002.
However, less than three months later, in September 2002, Robertson emphasized the need to refocus NATO’s military capabilities on 21st-century threats, including terrorism and the dangers of weapons of mass destruction, “to root them out and destroy them.”

Germany and the Netherlands were poised to take control of ISAF from Turkey in early 2003. Yet the demands of the mission, coupled with operational limitations, were becoming increasingly evident. In October 2002, Germany and the Netherlands jointly asked NATO’s North Atlantic Council for its support for the ISAF mission once the two nations assumed command. The letter specifically requested that NATO provide “planning, strategic airlift, logistics, communication and intelligence support” to ISAF troops in Kabul, Afghanistan. NATO agreed on October 17, 2002. However, not all NATO members supported the idea of NATO expanding its role in Afghanistan when Germany proposed the idea in early 2003 (see Chapter Four). The government of France, in particular, voiced significant concerns. In April 2003, France subsequently dropped its objections to NATO’s expanded role in Afghanistan, largely as an attempt to repair fractures in the alliance resulting from its vocal objection to a NATO role in Iraq (discussed in the next subsection). As Chapter Four will discuss further, the NATO heads of state reached a consensus in early 2003

---


22 NATO, 2002.

that NATO should assume greater responsibilities in Afghanistan and that a role for NATO in Afghanistan would help strengthen the alliance.

Afghanistan to Iraq: Where Does NATO Fit In?

Shortly after the NATO decision to assist Germany’s and the Netherlands’ command of the ISAF mission in Afghanistan, the NATO heads of state met in Prague. The Prague summit in November 2002 will ultimately be remembered for the decision to invite seven new members into the alliance, but it also provided a venue for the United States to repair divisions in the alliance by reaffirming its own commitment to NATO, as well as a chance to propose a role for NATO in U.S.-led operations in Iraq.

The addition of seven new members (often referred to as the “big bang” enlargement) to NATO further confirmed that the alliance was changing. On one hand, this enlargement was an opportunity for NATO members to reaffirm their commitments to the transatlantic alliance as an organization ready and willing to confront future security challenges. On the other hand, this move led some to fear that such sudden and significant growth would render NATO irrelevant and that it would be all but impossible for 26 members to act as a cohesive and unified group. Nevertheless, despite such uncertainties, the NATO heads of state were willing to accept the risks of enlargement and now faced the decision of what mission NATO should take on next.

For the United States, operations in Afghanistan and concerns over Iraq led to the recognition that, in the long term, a stable, permanent NATO alliance would enhance U.S. security and that a con-

---

24 The seven new members were Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia.

25 Critics often mused that, if NATO decisions were hard to achieve with 16 or 19 members, consider the difficulty of reaching consensus with 26 members. However, others noted that, in terms of reaching a consensus, the number of members matters less than their availability and willingness to cooperate.
certed effort should be made to maintain and strengthen NATO, including enhanced military capabilities. In September 2002, as part of this recommitment to NATO, the United States proposed the development of a NATO Response Force (NRF)—a force of up to 25,000 troops with a wide range of capabilities and the ability to mobilize and deploy to target zones in a few weeks’ time—as well as a subsequent shift in the NATO military command structure. To meet these dual objectives, the United States argued for a new organizational structure through which countries could provide niche capabilities in areas of particular specialty, rather than pushing for proportional contributions. With NATO continuing to enlarge and accept new members, such a refocused strategy would enable smaller countries to contribute tailored capabilities to NATO’s overall military strength, rather than feel pressured to invest more of their limited resources in areas where NATO already had ample strength, such as general-purpose ground forces or fighter aircraft.

To some NATO allies, the NRF proposal was welcome, viewed as a leverage point against U.S. unilateralism and “a sign that Washington does not want to downgrade NATO to a mere political club that threatens eventually to alienate its European allies.” Other Europeans, however, were concerned, fearing that the NRF would become a tool for U.S. foreign policy. Some of the same Europeans were also trying to harmonize EU efforts to create its own rapid-reaction force. For example, French President Jacques Chirac was emphatic in arguing

26 Note that the 25,000 troops include land, air, and sea forces. This can include a brigade-size land component, a naval task force, an amphibious task group, an air component, and special forces. For more information, see NATO, “The NATO Response Force: At the Centre of NATO Transformation,” web page, updated June 10, 2010d.

27 George W. Bush, “President Bush Previews Historic NATO Summit in Prague Speech: Remarks by the President to Prague Atlantic Student Summit,” Prague, Czech Republic, November 20, 2002. As an example of niche capabilities, many analysts pointed to the Czech Republic’s ability to detect the presence of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons on the battlefield, a capability in short supply in NATO and one with which the Czechs had achieved particular proficiency.

28 Dempsey, 2002b.
that NATO’s plans not conflict with, or preclude, EU plans. Nevertheless, the alliance soon agreed to endorse and support the creation of the NRF. The NRF would consist entirely of European military forces and would not conflict with the EU’s plans to create its own rapid-reaction force.

NATO’s decision to create the NRF occurred as the United States debated using force to bring down Saddam Hussein’s regime. When the debate shifted to what forces could be brought to bear in the event of an attack, the NRF was suggested as one potential contribution. While NATO eventually agreed to create the NRF, the alliance remained split not only on whether the NRF should be considered for Iraq but also on whether NATO should be involved in Iraq at all.

While some supported the idea of NATO involvement in Iraq as a means of reconfirming its purpose as an alliance and addressing challenges in the new threat environment, others were decidedly more cautious. The skeptics saw a need to take the offensive against al Qaeda but strongly disagreed with the U.S. decision to go to war in Iraq. France and Germany, which were most vocal in opposing the war, maintained that Iraq was not a safe haven for terrorists, that the existing policy of containing Iraq was working, and that, if weapons of mass destruction existed, inspectors should be given the opportunity and sufficient time to locate them. France and Germany cautioned against what many perceived to be a U.S. rush to action, refusing to support U.S. operations in Iraq and arguing that any operation needed a UN mandate. In addition, France went so far as to state it would consider vetoing a UN decision if it remained unconvinced that military action in Iraq was the


30 In fact, the EU even enlisted NATO’s assistance in the creation of this rapid-reaction force. See Joseph Fitchett, “NATO Agrees to Help New EU Force,” *International Herald Tribune*, December 16, 2002.


32 It is important to note, however, that Germany did not interfere with the deployment to Iraq of U.S. military forces stationed on, or transiting through, German territory.
best option available. Furthermore, France and Germany argued that U.S.-led action, without their support, would ultimately undermine the alliance. As French Defense Minister Michele Alliot-Marie noted, “ad hoc coalitions,” or coalitions of the willing, would not be able to replace NATO and would threaten NATO’s effectiveness.33

The debate became quite personal in tone and character. Jacques Chirac and Gerhard Schroeder strongly believed that war in Iraq would increase danger levels, not reduce them, and that the outcomes would be highly unpredictable. Neither Chirac nor Schroeder accepted the argument that promoting democracy through military occupation was the answer to the threat of jihadist-inspired terrorism, although both seemed to recognize that the status quo in the Middle East was highly fragile and perhaps untenable.34 Indeed, both feared the spread of chaos into their own societies, which later became a reality for Chirac, although for reasons unrelated to al Qaeda. Both argued that more good could be accomplished by advancing Arab-Israeli peace, although neither had a positive agenda to put forth and neither was a particularly trusted party in the region. Most noteworthy, from the standpoint of transatlantic relations, both were prepared to accept fractures in the alliance—not just with the United States but also among Europeans—rather than support the U.S. position on Iraq.

In the case of the French government, a separate issue also remained that predated 9/11 and would continue to be a distinct source of tension with the United States. In his role as the “spokesman for Europe,” Chirac had devoted most of his tenure to trying to forge a separate European identity that would occasionally complement, although more routinely balance, American security policy, be


it on issues in Europe, the Middle East, or farther afield in Asia. Others in France were much more openly suspicious of unchallenged U.S. power in the post–Cold War era. Hubert Védrine, former Minister of Foreign Affairs under Prime Minister Lionel Jospin, coined the term hyperpower in 1999 to describe, in his terms, U.S. “dominance of attitudes, concepts, language, and modes of life.” It was Védrine who also asked, “How do you counterbalance these tendencies when they are abusive?”

The war in Iraq would become a watershed for the United States, Europe, and NATO. Throughout its history and many crises—most of which were crises of conscience—most observers assumed that, despite hand-wringing and debate, despite name-calling and “op-ed” diplomacy, despite sometimes genuine differences over policy and strategy, when it came time for action, NATO would act as one. With France and Germany fundamentally opposed to the war, there would be no chance for NATO to act as one in Iraq. Even more than in Afghanistan, new arrangements had to be created for selected European governments to join the United States in war against Iraq; hence, a new “coalition of the willing” was born. As this particular coalition of the willing came to life, many wondered whether NATO would be left on its deathbed with little hope of resuscitation. Certainly, NATO as a

---


37 Although originally coined to enable NATO partners to contribute to missions in a manner deemed to be politically feasible, “coalitions of the willing” took on a different, more-fractious meaning as the United States, Great Britain, Spain, Italy, Poland, and others prepared for war in Iraq. See Nora Bensahel, “Separable But Not Separate Forces: NATO’s Development of the Combined Joint Task Force,” European Security, Vol. 8, No. 2, Summer 1999.
political forum would survive, but would NATO as a military alliance survive the war in Iraq?

Turkey became a particular complication in the debate over Iraq. Turkey, fearing that war in Iraq might bring upheaval, if not war, to its own soil, wanted to enlist NATO support to protect Turkish territory but not to invade Iraq. However, Germany, France, and Belgium blocked Turkey’s request, which then prompted the issue to be raised before NATO’s Defense Planning Committee—in which France does not participate—to sidestep French objections. The 18 members of the committee agreed to permit NATO to deploy defensive capabilities to Turkey.\(^{38}\) The debate over Turkey became emblematic of the fractures in the alliance that were hampering efforts to reach consensus on any NATO action. Secretary General Robertson was open about his concerns and fears about the future of NATO, admitting “he had written a letter to NATO heads of state warning them that the credibility of the alliance was at risk.”\(^{39}\)

---

\(^{38}\) Vernon Loeb, “U.S. Urges NATO to Expand Role in Afghanistan,” \textit{Washington Post}, February 21, 2003. Note also that the seven recently invited members had not yet joined the alliance.

Unlike other wars, Afghan wars become serious only when they are over.

—Sir Olaf Caroe, 1962

The debate over Iraq failed to produce a direct role for NATO. However, while the Iraq debate was under way, NATO was slowly and quietly increasing its role in Afghanistan in support of the UN-mandated ISAF mission. As NATO’s presence in Afghanistan gradually increased, Germany proposed in February 2003 that NATO take over command of the ISAF mission. German Defense Minister Peter Struck met with Afghan President Hamid Karzai in Kabul to discuss the proposal. At roughly the same time, NATO’s Secretary General, George Robertson, commented that NATO was “examining taking command of the peacekeepers in Afghanistan chiefly to avoid the disruption of the current system, in which command turns over every six months.”  

Embedded in the discussions was a proposal to expand the overall ISAF mission to areas outside Kabul, which was one of the stated goals of Karzai’s interim government.

---


The proposal to expand NATO’s role in Afghanistan met some resistance inside NATO.4 Some member nations wondered why NATO was expanding its role and reach into Asia and asked whether NATO could succeed at such a demanding out-of-area mission. The French government explicitly stated that it was hesitant to endorse a role for NATO in Afghanistan, even if only as part of a peacekeeping mission.5 Others were concerned about whether NATO had enough troops available to undertake the mission and whether NATO possessed sufficient lift capabilities to transport and sustain the necessary number of troops from their various countries to Afghanistan. To address these concerns, the alliance planned to reduce the size of its contingent in Bosnia, which would increase the number of NATO forces available for deployment to Afghanistan. Finally, as part of the NRF effort, NATO was taking steps to invest in new equipment and upgrade current equipment to meet the needs of equipping, deploying, and sustaining a sizeable force.

Other members supported NATO taking command of the ISAF mission. Some viewed an expanded role as a possible precursor to a postconflict role for NATO in Iraq and a suitable test of NATO’s capability of succeeding in such a role.6 Those supporting the arguments noted that the Afghan people, not just the government, welcomed an expanded role.7 And they could point to UN support as well, particularly that of Secretary General Kofi Annan.

Ultimately, the NATO heads of state decided to endorse a “peace-enforcing” role for NATO in Afghanistan and for NATO to assume control of the ISAF mission. France, which had opposed such a move earlier, already had forces on the ground in Afghanistan as part of the ISAF mission and now agreed to NATO’s role under the condition that its forces would continue their peacekeeping role in the Kabul

---

4 For more background on this resistance, see Chapter Three, pp. 16–18.
6 See, for example, George Robertson, “Speech by NATO Secretary General Lord Robertson to the NATO Parliamentary Assembly,” NATO Online Library, May 26, 2003.
area. Furthermore, France, while adamantly against a NATO role in Iraq, agreed that adding NATO’s full support in a stabilization and peacekeeping role in Afghanistan would add more security than the existing ISAF mission could provide the country. The move was viewed as an opportunity to show NATO’s commitment, as a cohesive group, to adapting to the demands of the 21st century. As Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, General Jones noted, this NATO decision made “a clear statement of transition, from the 20th century defensive bipolar world, into the multipolar flexible need for rapid response across a myriad of threats.”

Following this decision, NATO assumed control of ISAF indefinitely on August 11, 2003. NATO, for the first time ever in its over 50-year history, was conducting an operation outside Europe.

**NATO in Command of the International Security Assistance Force**

In August 2003, NATO’s command of ISAF officially began in Kabul, Afghanistan. NATO’s commitment was envisaged as unfolding in five phases:

1. assessment and preparation
2. geographic expansion
3. stabilization
4. transition
5. redeployment.

After completing Phase 1 within a few months of arriving in Afghanistan, NATO forces entered Phase 2 and considered enlarging their presence throughout the country. On October 13, 2003, UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1510 passed, officially expand-

---


ing NATO’s role outside the vicinity of Kabul.\(^{10}\) Two days later, the NRF, described as “a quick-reaction force for hostage-rescue, peace interventions, and combat operations far from Europe,” was declared ready for use.\(^{11}\) Initially, some in NATO touted the NRF as a capability that could even be used in Afghanistan; Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, for example, declared the NRF to be “easy to send to any theater the allies would like it sent to.”\(^{12}\) Others, however, expressed reservations. Despite the internal debate about where, when, and why the NRF would be deployed, its declared readiness fueled the argument that NATO possessed the needed capabilities and capacity to take on an expanded role in Afghanistan, thereby lending credence to the idea of further expanding NATO’s presence.\(^{13}\) As a result, NATO forces continued to prepare for a growing security role in northern Afghanistan even as the internal debate ensued. This, however, was only the first of several stages of NATO expansion throughout the country. Table 1 outlines this and subsequent mission expansions into other areas of responsibility.

Table 1
NATO Areas of Responsibility in Afghanistan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Date Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kabul and North</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kabul, North, and West</td>
<td>September 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kabul, North, West, and South</td>
<td>July 31, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kabul, North, West, South, and East</td>
<td>October 5, 2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: NATO, 2010d.

\(^{10}\) See UNSCR 1510, on the expanding mission of the International Security Force, October 13, 2003.


\(^{13}\) Note, however, that the NRF was only used for a limited role in Afghanistan to provide security during the Afghan elections in 2004.
By summer 2006, NATO’s role had expanded from Kabul (the capital) and the northern areas of Afghanistan to include its western and southern areas as well. The only area that was beyond NATO’s reach was the highly unstable east, which remained under U.S. control and included the largely ungoverned border areas of Afghanistan and Pakistan, where remaining Taliban forces were known to reside and stage attacks on NATO and Afghan forces.14 Even as NATO’s area of responsibility expanded to the south, plans were already under way for the alliance to assume responsibility for the entire country.

However, completing this last step would require careful coordination between NATO and U.S. forces operating primarily in the east under OEF. Coordination was also required inside the U.S. command structure, between the NATO commander—who also commands U.S. European Command—and the commander of U.S. Central Command, who was responsible for U.S. forces engaged in OEF. Although command responsibilities remain blurred to this day, sufficient progress was made by fall 2006 for NATO to assume responsibility for all of Afghanistan, but with sensitive counterterrorist responsibilities remaining under U.S. control.

In the span of two short years, NATO’s role in Afghanistan expanded from a tentative commitment to stabilization and reconstruction in limited parts of the country to responsibility for the security of the entire country. Yet, despite some voiced concerns,15 it is unclear whether NATO itself completely understood the full extent of this commitment and the risks it would entail. Even official declarations of the enhanced NATO-ISAF partnership with Afghanistan

---


avoided discussing combat. Indeed, the focus was on Afghan efforts to become competent at all levels of governance rather than on Afghan primary dependence on ISAF for security:

Afghanistan recognises that at present it is unable to fully meet its own security needs and highly appreciates NATO’s contribution to providing security and stability in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is determined to develop rapidly the capabilities of its national security and defence institutions to meet national requirements, operate more effectively alongside ISAF and international military forces, and improve their capacity for independent action.

Indeed, two years was all it took for NATO in Afghanistan to take over the security mission, yet in some sense, NATO in Brussels seemed years behind.

As NATO’s responsibilities grew, so too did its structure and organization. The NATO-ISAF organization includes several main elements: a headquarters in Kabul, an air task force, and five regional commands that coordinate and provide command and control for the 26 Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs). The PRTs, most led by one ISAF country with support from others, have several subcomponents (security, reconstruction, a steering committee, and support framework) and play an instrumental role in security and reconstruction efforts.

Together, Figure 1 and Table 2 illustrate the distribution of PRTs and regional commands across Afghanistan and identify the nations leading them.

The roles and responsibilities of various NATO members on the ground in Afghanistan have evolved over time. For example, the

---


18 For more information on PRTs, including the official mission statement, see NATO, “ISAF Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs),” undated.

19 Note that roles and responsibilities are affected by such factors as national caveats, as well as NATO and U.S. operational factors. See Chapter Five for a discussion of these factors and limitations.
Table 2
Distribution and Lead Nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Command</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Lead Nation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Command headquarters</td>
<td>Herat</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward support base</td>
<td>Herat</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRTs</td>
<td>Herat</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farah</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qala-e-Now</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chaghcharan</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Command headquarters</td>
<td>Mazar-e-Sharif</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward support base</td>
<td>Mazar-e-Sharif</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRTs</td>
<td>Mazar-e-Sharif</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feyzabad</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kunduz</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pol-e-Khomri</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Command</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Lead Nation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Command headquarters</td>
<td>Kabul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kabul International Airport</td>
<td>Kabul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Command headquarters</td>
<td>Bagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bagram</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logar</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharana</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khost</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mether Lam</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bamyam</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panjshir</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jalalabad</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghazni</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asadabad</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bagram</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuristan</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wardak</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardez</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parwan</td>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Command headquarters</td>
<td>Kandahar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kandahar</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRTs</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tarin Kowt</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qalat</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>Command headquarters</td>
<td>Lashkar Gah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kandahar</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRTs</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: NATO, 2010d.

United States has deployed a significant number of ground forces, primarily to eastern Afghanistan (under both the ISAF and OEF umbrellas), as well as U.S. air support and various intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets. Similarly, the UK has contributed ground
forces (largely stationed in the south, with approximately 500 special forces contributing to OEF) supported by a number of UK aircraft, such as heavy-lift helicopters and attack helicopters. Also contributing to Regional Command South is Canada with its armored, infantry, and reconnaissance forces, and support from unmanned aerial vehicles. In addition, Dutch ground forces stationed a sizeable presence primarily in the central province of Uruzgan (approximately 1,955 as of July 2010), with support from attack helicopters and transport support. Each of the above-mentioned countries engages in a number of counterinsurgency operations in the volatile southern and eastern regions. Germany’s forces, which include special forces, are stationed in the north and play an important role in training the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) and in reconstruction efforts. Also assisting with these efforts in the north are French and Italian forces. French ground forces are aided by fighters, tankers, and transport aircraft. Italian forces (also located in the west) are supported by several utility and attack helicopters and by unmanned aerial vehicles.

Since the onset of ISAF operations, reconstruction and development efforts have made measurable, yet tenuous, progress in several areas. For example, numerous infrastructure projects have resulted in the construction or repair of approximately 20,000 km of roads and over 3,500 schools (with over 7 million children now in school). In addition, development programs, many of which are Afghan-led, have decreased infant and under-five mortality rates, and more Afghans have access to health care. Overall, ongoing countrywide efforts and funding are focused on a broad spectrum of efforts, such as rebuilding and improving hospitals, schools, and bridges; increasing access to water and electricity; and decreasing poppy cultivation.

23 NATO, 2008c.
ISAF forces also play a vital role in supporting the growth of the ANSF through the NATO Training Mission—Afghanistan (NTM-A). This role includes training the Afghan National Army (ANA) and the Afghan National Police (ANP). ISAF support to the ANSF includes training, equipping, and mentoring, as well as substantial financial resources. The United States leads the ANA training program through the Combined Security Transition Command—Afghanistan with support from ISAF nations. The ANP training program has been reformed several times. In 2002, Germany’s Police Project Office was in the lead; in 2007, the EU Police Mission (EUPOL) in Afghanistan had it. Then, in 2009, NTM-A was established to oversee the effort, allowing police operational mentoring and liaison teams (POMLTs) to focus on training at the district level and below and EUPOL to focus on higher-level efforts (management, standards, etc.).

The objective of both the ANA and ANP efforts is to develop the size and strength of the ANSF so that they can effectively function on their own to provide security for the entire country. However, from the onset of the mission, reaching ANSF’s manpower objectives has been hampered by a lack of resources and capabilities and an inadequate number of trainers. In May 2007, reports criticized the progress and lack of growth of the ANSF, noting in particular that neither the ANA nor ANP were “fully capable of operating independently” and that only a fraction of the units were capable of leading operations with support from coalition forces.

Subsequent steps to address such shortcomings and reform ANSF development efforts have produced

---


some progress. As of May 2010, the ANA numbered 119,388 troops (with a goal of 171,600 by October 2011), was actively participating in the majority of ISAF operations, and was leading over 60 percent of joint operations. Nevertheless, Afghan forces remain heavily reliant on support from U.S. and coalition forces. In comparison, also as of May 2010, there were 104,459 ANP (with a goal of 134,000 by October 2011). Yet, despite the continued growth in overall security forces, the pace of training continues to lag, and ANSF has more progress to make toward becoming sufficiently trained, resourced, and equipped to provide security for such a vast area without relying on significant assistance from the United States or ISAF.

In light of these challenges, many NATO members called for an improved and reenergized training mission in Afghanistan. In early 2008, U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates noted:

I think that the principal shortfall—continuing shortfall—will be in having as many trainers as we would like for the security forces, but we have responded.

Even two years later, pleas continued for more resources to support the training mission.

As previously noted, the EU assumed the lead role for training the Afghan police in May 2007 prior to the establishment of NTM-A; however, this mission was fraught with complications because of a number of disputes inside the EU. For example, Turkey has made NATO–EU cooperation difficult on several occasions, such as by blocking efforts

---


to share NATO intelligence with the EU and Afghan police forces because some countries (e.g., Cyprus) were not NATO members.\textsuperscript{32} Such disputes, coupled with NATO’s inability to provide adequate numbers of trainers, have limited the alliance’s ability to meet its goals for the ANA and ANP, and ultimately undermine NATO’s broader goal of creating a viable Afghan security force at local, regional, and national levels.\textsuperscript{33} NATO has consistently missed its goals, leaving little confidence that it will meet its future targets.\textsuperscript{34} Given that the creation of a viable and self-sustaining Afghan security force is perhaps the one key development that would allow NATO to reduce its commitments over time, it remains perplexing and disconcerting that NATO has consistently fallen short on such a crucial undertaking.

In the absence of mature Afghan security forces, NATO has been maintaining a steady presence in country to counter resurgent Taliban forces. Many, if not all, of the Taliban forces have been staging from inside ungoverned Pakistani territory. NATO and U.S. forces have been involved in a series of controversial operations along the Afghan-Pakistan border areas, including air attacks against suspected Taliban forces inside Pakistan. As spring 2007 arrived, NATO commanders prepared for what they believed would be a major Taliban offensive, but it failed to materialize, and NATO forces faced only sporadic fighting in the south and along the eastern border.\textsuperscript{35} Nevertheless, one year


\textsuperscript{33} NATO’s inability to meet its goals for training the ANA and ANP has led to finger-pointing in the alliance. Germany, for one, has borne the brunt of criticism for its inadequate training of Afghan police in particular. See Seth G. Jones, “Getting Back on Track in Afghanistan,” testimony presented before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on the Middle East and South Asia, on April 2, 2008, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CT-301, April 2008, p. 3; Judy Dempsey, “Germany Assailed for Training Afghan Police Poorly,” \textit{New York Times}, November 15, 2006.

\textsuperscript{34} At NATO’s London Conference in January 2010, the stated goal was to have Afghans control the physical security of Afghanistan within five years. See “Communiqué,” 2010, and Alistair MacDonald, Matthew Rosenberg, and Jay Solomon, “Nations Outline Afghan Security Shift,” \textit{Wall Street Journal}, January 29, 2010.

\textsuperscript{35} See, for example, Susanne Koelbl, “NATO Battles Rising Hostility in Afghanistan,” \textit{Der Spiegel}, March 13, 2007.
later, echoes of a looming spring offensive resumed and, this time, the warnings rang more true. Taliban attacks increased, and the border area grew ever more contested. Taliban attacks intensified greatly in 2009 and 2010. While NATO forces have shown their commitment to providing and improving security, the continued violence and attacks have led senior civilian and military leaders to revisit NATO’s strategy for Afghanistan several times.36

The Broader Challenge

The resurgent Taliban remain a serious and real hindrance to progress, but only one part of the broader challenge: Reconstruction efforts continue to lag; training of the Afghan army and police is, at best, a work in progress; and corruption continues to plague government services throughout the country. The status of certain specific areas of concern can be summarized briefly:

- **Governance.** Effective governance in Afghanistan remains a key component of U.S. strategy there, yet reaching this goal continues to be a struggle.37 In 2009, U.S. officials estimated that President Karzai’s government has control of only 30 percent of Afghanistan, with insurgents controlling approximately 4 percent and having influence in an additional 30 percent; the remaining areas are under the control of tribes or local groups.38 The controversial presidential and provincial elections in 2009 (ending with the inauguration of President Karzai on November 19, 2009) and continued widespread corruption are indicative of the challenges UN and NATO officials have faced in establishing an effective

---

36 A number of reviews have been done, such as those by General Petraeus (October 2008), General McChrystal (August 2009), and the U.S. administration (March 2009 and December 2009).


38 Katzman, 2009, p. 23.
governance structure across all levels given the balance of power between local tribes and the national government.

- **Narcotics.** Narcotics in Afghanistan continue to account for the majority of Taliban funds (an estimated $70 million to 100 million annually).\(^{39}\) While counternarcotic efforts have helped reduce opium cultivation by 22 percent in 2009, Afghanistan still accounted for an estimated 93 percent of the world’s opium supply.\(^{40}\) More provinces were declared “poppy free” in 2009 (20 provinces, compared to 18 in 2008 and 13 in 2007). Yet some of the most volatile areas still produce large amounts of the crop (e.g., Helmand), and other provinces previously declared “poppy free” are now back to producing poppy.\(^{41}\) Counternarcotic efforts range from agricultural initiatives that aim to identify alternatives to poppy production to efforts that combat the narcotics trade more directly by targeting the funding chain and drug traffickers.\(^{42}\)

- **Violence.** 2010 was the most violent year in Afghanistan to date, with more than 600 coalition fatalities (of which more than 400 were U.S. service members, and more than 90 were UK service members).\(^{43}\) Security incidents continue to occur at a high rate, being 69 percent higher in a given month in 2010 than in the same month in 2009.\(^{44}\) Attacks averaged 1,100 per month in 2009, compared to 1,000 per month in 2008, 800 per month in 2007, 800 per month in 2006, and 400 in 2005.\(^{45}\)

\(^{39}\) Katzman, 2009, p. 20.


\(^{41}\) Katzman, 2009, p. 20.


\(^{43}\) See icasualties.org, OEF web page, various dates.

\(^{44}\) UN, 2010.

vised explosive devices continue to pose a high threat, with an 82-percent increase in 2010 compared to the same period in 2009.46 Furthermore, improvised explosive devices accounted for 7,000 attacks in 2009 and 4,900 attacks over just the first five months of 2010.47 Suicide bombings also remain one of the Taliban’s weapons of choice (over 200 bombings in 2008 compared to 160 in 2007, 123 in 2006, and 21 in 2005).48 However, the majority of the violence (70 percent) in Afghanistan occurs in a small percentage of the country (10 percent), with an additional percentage originating in the ungoverned areas of Pakistan.49

While this list is not exhaustive, it highlights the scope of the challenges NATO forces continue to face. Additionally, as NATO moves forward, it will need to address each of these challenges comprehensively as part of a long-term strategy for success in Afghanistan that is coordinated with other key powers, including the Afghan government, the UN, and the EU.

46 UN, 2010.
48 Katzman, 2009, p. 50.
49 See NATO, 2009a; Katzman, 2010, p. 27.
At the close of a conference of Army leaders from 38 European nations in Germany in October 2007, U.S. Secretary of Defense Gates spoke out in frustration:

If an alliance of the world’s greatest democracies cannot summon the will to get the job done in a mission that we agree is morally just and vital to our security, then our citizens may begin to question both the worth of the mission and the utility of the 60-year-old trans-Atlantic security project itself.1

Gates, of course, was focusing on how to generate additional commitments from NATO’s European members, but in a different sense, Gates pointed to a genuine paradox surrounding NATO’s role in Afghanistan: NATO might ultimately succeed in Afghanistan but fail as an alliance. Despite the ups and downs of NATO’s performance in Afghanistan and despite the actual circumstances in Afghanistan on any given day, it is clear that NATO has committed itself to a mission that is unlike anything the alliance has experienced in the past and that will test the alliance for all it is worth.

It was not at all inevitable that NATO would decide to become involved in Afghanistan—who among NATO’s founders would have envisioned such a step?—but it was also not particularly surprising.

---

Given the turmoil in the alliance during the past decade, particularly over the war in Iraq, Afghanistan provided an opportunity for the alliance to act in unison to meet a pressing need; to show its relevance in dealing with a new type of security challenge; and to deflect growing criticism, coming mostly (although not exclusively) from the United States, that NATO lacked the capacity to act and was becoming little more than a high-priced debating society. In short, Afghanistan provided an opportunity to demonstrate that NATO was still capable of “doing something.”

Yet, by doing something, NATO also learned that its problems amounted to more than just the security situation in Afghanistan. By committing itself to a long-term, out-of-area operation, NATO soon learned, and indeed continues to learn, that it also needs to devote considerably more attention to managing risks at home—that is, in the council of the transatlantic alliance. NATO’s renewed debate about risks has moved well beyond mounting a successful defense of Western Europe and has become centered on sharing risks and burdens more equitably, including troop commitments to NATO missions inside and outside NATO territory.2

For the first time in NATO history, the discussion of risks and burdens includes the immediate risk of casualties. It also includes the relative roles of various NATO and non-NATO members in emerging alliance missions and more-effective ways of managing the expectations of NATO’s military commanders, political leaders, and publics.

Sharing Burdens

Since their first days in Afghanistan, NATO’s military commanders have felt starved for resources—troops and equipment—although this feeling is not at all new in the history of NATO debates. NATO has long struggled to generate resources commensurate with the missions it has taken on, and episodes of finger-pointing at those who were thought not

---

2 Many, however, still worry about Russian harassment and intimidation, such as the apparently Russian-sponsored cyber attacks against Estonia in May of 2007.
to be sharing equitably in the burdens have been frequent.\textsuperscript{3} As Figure 2 illustrates, the burdens in Afghanistan, particularly in terms of troop contributions, have not been shared equitably, to say the least; most of the burden has fallen on a few key members and, importantly, several non-NATO members. As the figure shows, the United States currently contributes the greatest number of troops to the ISAF mission. As of May 2010, the estimated number of U.S. forces in theater was 94,000 (and estimated to increase to 98,000 by the end of 2010), approximately 78,400 supporting ISAF.\textsuperscript{4} In comparison, NATO forces (excluding U.S. forces) supporting ISAF as of July 2010 totaled about 37,500.\textsuperscript{5} The 35 European countries supporting ISAF currently account for about 35,600 of these troops.\textsuperscript{6} Without question, total U.S. forces clearly comprise the majority of coalition forces in theater—double the amount of European forces—and U.S. force contributions to ISAF alone are equivalent to over 50 percent of total ISAF forces.

Going back to late 2007 and early 2008, the debate over troop commitments had intensified greatly. Military commanders found themselves in the all-too-familiar and frustrating position of asking for more troops and equipment. NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander at the time, General Craddock, echoed the views of his predecessor:

\begin{quote}
We are not losing, we are just not winning fast enough. I am convinced that if we had what we need that we would see more
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{3} In 1988, the U.S. Congress voted to amend a bill “to require the phased withdrawal of U.S. troops stationed in Europe. . . . unless those countries collectively increase their defense spending as a percentage of gross national product to a level equivalent to that of the United States.” Although it did not pass, it highlights a long-standing debate on addressing inequities of defense spending between the United States and Europe. (Library of Congress, Bill Summary & Status, 100th Congress [1987–1988]: H.AMDT.628, 1988.)


\textsuperscript{5} NATO, 2010d.

\textsuperscript{6} NATO, 2010d.
Figure 2
Current Troop Contributions to ISAF

- **ISAF = ~119,745**
- **U.S. forces supporting ISAF = ~78,430**
- **NATO (excluding United States) = ~37,502**
- **Other ISAF = ~3,813**

### Total forces in thousands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Troops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herzegovina</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Emirates</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FYROM</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>1,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>1,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>3,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>4,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>78,430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** NATO, 2010d.

**NOTE:** Shading denotes NATO members.

* NATO partner nations
* Non-NATO, non–Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council nations
* Mediterranean dialogue country
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progress. Look, the fact of the matter is the opposing militant forces operate in the space between what we have and what we need. Fill the space up and you take away their operating space. Advantage, NATO.7

This time, however, the pleading was accompanied by calls from American political leaders. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates pleaded and cajoled in public and private, but with little success. A response from then–German Defense Minister Franz Josef Jung was typical: “. . . our contribution is excellent,”8 implying that more need not and would not be done.

Seemingly out of frustration, the United States was signaling that it would make up part of the troop shortfall on its own by committing an additional 3,000 Marines to Afghanistan. But this only added to tensions in NATO over European partners’ unwillingness or inability to generate sufficient forces to contend with a highly volatile security situation, not just in Afghanistan but also now in neighboring Pakistan. This, in turn, led even more American skeptics to wonder whether investments in cultivating partners in NATO were worth the effort, given what some thought to be so little in return.9

Indeed, some in the United States came to question why NATO should maintain a voice on key decisions in Afghanistan—particularly key warfighting decisions—when the United States seemed to be getting so little in return for sharing responsibility with its NATO partners. These dissenters suggested revisiting the division of labor in Afghanistan so that the United States could reclaim control over operations in Afghanistan’s south and east, which in turn would give the United States the primary voice on operations against Taliban

---


9 See, for example, Andrew J. Bacevich, “NATO at Twilight,” Los Angeles Times, February 11, 2008. Bacevich’s conclusion is: “It’s time to jettison the capital letters: NATO has become nato.”
insurgents and al Qaeda forces operating out of Pakistan and along the border.\textsuperscript{10}

By late 2008, the tone of the debate had changed. A consensus was growing inside NATO that Afghanistan was starved for troops and that more personnel would need to be committed. But estimates of what was required overwhelmed what NATO members had to offer. Renewed calls for additional troops from the U.S. secretaries of State and Defense yielded fairly little in return.\textsuperscript{11} As American politics focused on the 2008 presidential campaign, both major candidates were promising additional troops for Afghanistan, but even these promises seemed to fall considerably short of what commanders on the ground thought would be needed to contend with the vastly expanded Taliban threat.

The writing was on the wall, and the United States could not wait. Too much was at stake, and the resurgent Taliban threat was putting their efforts—and lives—at risk. With U.S. operations in Iraq beginning to wind down, the United States found itself in a position where it could shift its focus back to Afghanistan, along with significantly more resources. Calls for a renewed U.S. effort in Afghanistan grew louder—“Success in Afghanistan will require a reassertion of U.S. leadership”\textsuperscript{12}—and action soon followed. The Americanization of the war in Afghanistan began in early 2009 with an announcement by President Obama that the United States would be sending an additional 17,000 troops and culminated in December 2009 when President Obama authorized the deployment of an additional 30,000 troops by the summer of 2010.

This strategy shift was punctuated early on with the swift dismissal of General David McKiernan as the top commander in Afghanistan in May 2009 by U.S. Secretary of Defense Gates. Gen McKiernan


\textsuperscript{12} Lt Gen David W. Barno, testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Washington, D.C., February 26, 2009.
would be replaced by then–Lieutenant General Stanley McChrystal, who would soon be promoted to general. This overhaul marked a significant change—one driven by “a need for new leadership” and for “fresh thinking, fresh eyes on the problem.” Indeed, fresh thinking was one resource they had in abundance. The initial wave of American resources and influence into Afghanistan in spring and summer 2009 was followed by ideas on how operations should be organized and the strategy reformulated. Although the United States was looking to fill a void left by unmet calls for more resources, U.S. leaders were quick to reiterate the continued importance of coalition contributions in the overall mission. But the role the coalition would play was brought back to the discussion table, with some reviving arguments for a division of labor. The proposals varied, ranging from a bifurcation of ISAF into a peacekeeping contingent and warfighting contingent, to a shift in ISAF responsibility back to the north and west to allow a coalition of the willing to control the east and south (i.e., “turning back the clock”).

The debate continued through summer 2009 after General McChrystal released his own assessment of the situation in Afghanistan accompanied by a request for more resources to complete the mission. This ultimately led to the second wave of American resources, initiated by President Obama’s decision on December 1, 2009, to authorize the deployment of an additional 30,000 troops to support the mission. Without question, the Americanization of the effort would help revive the Afghan mission and take some pressure off NATO allies,


but what remains unanswered is whether it would be enough. Indeed, subsequent leadership changes further added to this uncertainty. In a relatively quick turn of events, General McChrystal was relieved of command in June 2010 and replaced by General David Petraeus, who initiated a new review of the operational strategy. This change also prompted a renewed debate about alternative strategies.

Moreover, the underlying issue of troops and equipment has renewed a long-standing NATO discussion about money, specifically over who in NATO is spending what for defense. As Figure 3 indicates, 2009 defense spending estimates show that only four NATO members met NATO’s unofficial spending floor of at least 2 percent of gross domestic product on defense, with several members spending less for defense now than they did even a few years ago (as the bars denoting annual spending indicate). Consequently, the burden-sharing debate has become more pointed since NATO took responsibility for ISAF and Afghanistan more generally and continues despite the recent Americanization of the effort. As operational demands in Afghanistan increase, some would expect such demands to increase defense spending; however, the absence of, and, in some cases, the reverse of such a trend may be viewed as an indicator of a lack of support for the mission in Afghanistan and may endanger the cohesion of the alliance more broadly.

But in a broader sense, debates over troops, equipment, and money mask the real burden-sharing debate now taking place in NATO: casualties. NATO debates in decades past about “fighting to the last European” were always theoretical. Even in the 1990s, when NATO contemplated involvement in Bosnia and Kosovo, the matter of casualties loomed in the shadows but never really came into the open. But Afghanistan is something altogether different. For the first time in its history, NATO forces are suffering casualties, and for the first time

---

16 Perhaps telling of the possible effects of NATO casualties on operations in Afghanistan, a Dutch F-16 (flying air defense combat air patrols over the U.S. attacking force) shot down a Serbian MiG early in the Kosovo conflict. This prompted European television reporters to wonder if the shoot-down would cause the Serbian government to collapse. However, when the Dutch lost an attack helicopter in Afghanistan, they stood down their in-country aviation for a few days. (Conversation with Colonel (ret.) Joseph Collins, July 2009.)
in its history, NATO’s political leaders have been forced to consider not just who provides troops, equipment, and money but who will be willing to give lives in the defense of common interests. In a very real sense, NATO has been forced to confront not only who shares what burdens but who shares what risks. What was once a theoretical debate has become all too real and has resulted in profound cleavages in the alliance.

These cleavages came clearly to the fore as American, British, Canadian, and Dutch leaders, while answering to their own publics, began calling for other NATO partners to share more in NATO’s risks in Afghanistan. Much of the initial frustration was heaped on Germany, with calls for German forces to take on greater roles in Afghanistan, including fighting roles, and sparking an intense political debate

17 This pressure began in 2006 but intensified through 2007 and continued through the April 2008 NATO Summit in Bucharest, Romania.
in Germany itself. The weekly *Der Spiegel* went so far as to suggest, “Germans have to learn how to kill.” The report went on to note, “NATO, which sees itself as the world’s most powerful military alliance, faces the real possibility of political and possibly even military defeat in its bloody war of attrition with the Taliban.”¹八年压在德国，内部和外部的，持续到今天。¹九年

With little success thus far in attracting more NATO commitments, particularly commitments to Afghanistan’s most dangerous areas,²⁰ such allies as Canada have found themselves faced with the grim reality that they were suffering a greater number of casualties relative to their total force size in comparison to other NATO members. Figure 4 shows that, while the United States has lost the greatest number of soldiers in Afghanistan overall (over 1,216 fatalities since October 2001²¹), these losses account for a smaller fraction of its overall national force than losses other countries, such as Canada, the UK, Estonia, and Denmark, have suffered. NATO leaders have thus far been able to deflect some of the harshest terms of the casualty sharing debate, but it is not inconceivable that, even in the near future, some NATO members could claim to be absorbing a much higher percentage of risk because their forces are taking more casualties in Afghanistan on a proportionate basis of total national forces. NATO leaders have yet to find the right terms for this debate, but they will need to do so if they are to maintain support for the mission and if they are to account for who is sharing what burdens and assuming what risks in meeting overall alliance commitments.


¹九For example, in December 2008, General Hans-Christoph Ammon, who headed the German Army’s special commando unit, labeled German efforts to train the Afghan police as “a miserable failure.” See Judy Dempsey, “German General Criticizes Nation’s Efforts in Afghanistan,” *Boston Globe*, December 1, 2008.

²⁰Indeed, the Americanization of the effort in 2009 is a seeming admission of this reality. See also Craig Whitlock, “NATO Hits Snags on Troop Pledges,” *Washington Post*, January 27, 2010.

²¹icasualties website, August 6, 2010.
Moreover, non-NATO allies, such as Australia, could rightly argue that they are doing more for the alliance than are key NATO allies. This, too, could lead to an uncomfortable debate about why Australia, for example, appears to be assuming more risks on behalf of the alliance than actual alliance members, such as, say, Germany.

Regardless of how the data are presented to NATO members and their respective publics, NATO heads of state are increasingly finding themselves in a precarious position of explaining to their citizens why, as casualties mount, the mission in Afghanistan is worth the lives lost.
At stake is the possibility of losing not only their political support but also support for the overall mission and the alliance itself.\textsuperscript{22}

This debate intensified during 2007. Under intense pressure from opposition parties, Canada’s government, led by Prime Minister Stephen Harper, commissioned a review of Canada’s commitments. The review concluded that Canada should end its participation unless others did more to share in the risks.\textsuperscript{23} In response to Harper, and in an effort to demonstrate greater closeness to NATO, French President Nicholas Sarkozy committed in April 2008 to sending 700 additional French troops to eastern Afghanistan, which in turn would allow American forces to shift troops from the east to the south in support of Canadian forces operating in the vicinity of Kandahar.

The additional French commitment helped alleviate strains on a critical NATO contributor in the short term but fell far short of addressing the more-fundamental long-term issue of risk sharing in the alliance. Those with forces in Afghanistan could well point to other NATO members without forces in Afghanistan and claim that the latter were not sharing equitably in NATO’s burdens and risks. But those with forces in the most dangerous areas of Afghanistan could further point to other contributors and noncontributors and claim that the real burdens and risks were being absorbed by the few NATO members suffering mounting casualties. By early 2008, U.S. Secretary of Defense Gates noted: “Some allies ought not to have the luxury of opting for stability and civilian operations, thus forcing other allies to bear a disproportionate share of the fighting and dying.” Gates went on to say that NATO had no future as an “alliance of those who are willing to fight and those who are not. Such a development, with all of its implications for collective security, would effectively destroy the

---

\textsuperscript{22} While some argue that the Americanization of the war in Afghanistan marks the start of a new effort, others, namely the American public, may disagree. A 2009 poll noted that a majority (51 percent) surveyed believe “the war is not worth the fight.” See Steven R. Hurst, “War Weariness in the U.S. Clouds Battle Against Taliban,” Associated Press, August 21, 2009.

alliance.” The implications may become evident sooner rather than later as an increasing number of NATO countries plan their exits.

The debate over casualties takes many forms but often surfaces in the debate over national “caveats” (restrictions on the use of forces and equipment) and is a clear manifestation of tensions over who shares in NATO’s risks. Caveats have become an ever-increasing source of friction in Afghanistan—and Brussels—as members place specific limitations on what their forces can and cannot do (such as rules for flying at night) with exceptions given only by the member government itself. The Dutch, among others, brought this debate to the forefront early on when they raised the following questions:

Is this, in fact, not simply a terrorism-fighting mission disguised as a reconstruction effort and thus limited in its capability to act? How much time would the Dutch spend defending themselves against Taliban, drug barons and other militants? And how much time would be left to achieve the stated NATO goal of winning the hearts and minds of the Afghan people?

NATO commanders in Afghanistan continue to express frustration about layers of restrictions and the challenges these restrictions cause when planning and executing operations. During his time as Supreme Allied Commander, General Jones emphatically and openly encouraged governments to decrease the restrictions in an effort to increase the flexibility and capacity of NATO forces. He noted, “the more control a commander has and the more agility he has and the more capability he has is directly related to the number of caveats we have to accomplish the mission.” With total force levels in country inadequate to the task, commanders like Jones urged for a relaxation of

25 Dutch forces departed in 2010, and Canadian and German forces have announced plans to withdraw in 2011.
27 J. L. Jones, 2006a.
caveats to maximize the operational capability of available forces and to better address troop shortfalls. Along with shortages, operational risks increase, as Jones emphasized, “you lose one or two infantry battalions, you lose helicopter mobility, you lose reconnaissance capability, you lose some of the critical enablers that you need.” As a result, commanders are eager to see restrictions on the activities of their forces removed or to get greater numbers of troops to carry out operations, or preferably both.

Another former NATO commander, General Craddock, spoke of undeclared restrictions and the limitations these restrictions place on ongoing operations. In explaining the matter, Craddock noted, “It’s where we’re not aware of a situation until [the commander] might ask... a nation to move troops to a certain area or conduct a particular task.” Craddock went on to note that only then do the restrictions become apparent, and this is often when there is an urgent need for forces or capabilities. Under these circumstances, other contributors must come forward with forces, which disrupts the activity and occasionally breaks habitual relationships, or the command might be forced to forego the operation altogether.

Alternatively, in the absence of such contributors, the combination of caveats and unmet operational needs has left NATO commanders to rely more heavily on available assets to fill the void. Airpower, for example, plays a major role in Afghanistan in support of ground operations because of its ability to target forces and facilities in complex terrain with a high degree of accuracy and precision.

However, heavy reliance on airpower has come at a price. In a counterinsurgency environment where the adversary can blend in with the local population or use innocent civilians as human shields, the risk of civilian casualties will remain a significant concern, as even the most accurate weapons are not accurate 100 percent of the time. Moreover, although all air attacks are directed from the ground, NATO and U.S.


forces are not always in a position to determine whether claims of civilian casualties are true or not. Given that one of the central objectives of a counterinsurgency campaign is to protect the local population and win its support, the potential for backlash rises when civilian casualties do occur, or are claimed to have occurred, be it from attacks from air or ground forces. Such backlashes have occurred in Afghanistan when incidents involving civilian casualties brought complaints from the Afghan government and UN officials. These strong reactions have forced NATO to rethink not only how to respond to various threats but also its strategy more broadly, given the operational limitations and risks at hand. Indeed, by summer 2009, the new American commander placed severe restrictions on the use of airpower: He was prepared to accept tactical risk except in cases risking “troops in contact.”30

Limitations on the uses of forces and capabilities, which clearly are an extension of the debate about risks, have placed real constraints on operational commanders—some of which are intended, others are not—and continue to be a major source of friction between NATO’s political and military leaders, one that will not be resolved anytime soon. Speaking candidly on the matter of caveats, Craddock observed, “It’s probably a lack of forethought as opposed to a Machiavellian desire to muck it up.”31

Redefining Roles: NATO Members and Nonmembers

Much of the burden-sharing debate stems from the reality that NATO embraced a mission in Afghanistan without a clearly defined strategy and without designating the roles and responsibilities of participating nations. This was not so much an oversight as the consequence of feeling an impetus to act without fully anticipating the wide range


of demands that would fall to the ISAF countries. As a result, even seven years into the mission, the roles and responsibilities of individual NATO members and nonmembers are still not clear and are seemingly decided on a short-term, ad hoc basis.

As discussed in Chapter Four, as operations in Afghanistan began, various ISAF members took on certain tasks, such as training Afghan security forces, leading reconstruction operations, or engaging insurgents and the Taliban in direct military operations. However, on the ground in Afghanistan, military commanders continue to adjust their operations according to the assets available, the operational constraints they face, and the threats they confront. By contrast, NATO heads of state are forced to weigh their levels of commitment, taking into account political pressures, public support, and available resources. In a sense, because of the nature of out-of-area operations, military commanders—both in the field and in Brussels and Mons—occasionally find themselves working at the edges of the political guidance they have received and at odds with their political leaders. Such misalignment between the military and civilian halves of NATO hinders the development of a broader unity of effort and further complicates attempts to establish more clearly defined roles and responsibilities.32

These existing divisions feed debates among NATO members and nonmembers about who is doing what, who signed up for what, and who is willing to take on more. Moreover, countries contributing substantial troops and resources to NATO’s ISAF mission feel empowered to demand more voice in overall decisions as well as more contributions from partner nations. Canada, for example, has shown considerable willingness to share in the burdens and risk in Afghanistan, which has given Canadian leaders a disproportionately large voice in NATO circles. And this extends far beyond NATO. Australia, although not a member of NATO, is also playing an important role in Afghanistan and seeks a voice in how strategy is developed and operations are car-

32 In January 2010, NATO announced the establishment of a new top civilian post to act as a counterpart to the military chief; however, it remains to be seen whether this position will help align NATO’s military and civilian efforts. See Yaroslav Trofimov, “NATO Plans New Top Job in Kabul,” Wall Street Journal, January 21, 2010.
ried out. As additional non-NATO members continue to participate and lend support, it is not inconceivable that, over time, more will want a greater say. So, while NATO struggles to maintain consensus in the institution, it must also reconcile the role non-NATO members play in exchange for their contributions to the NATO-led operation.

Beyond NATO itself, the role of the EU remains an open question. Given the number of shared members between the two organizations, the EU remains the obvious civilian partner for NATO. However, if the Afghanistan experience is any indication, NATO–EU relations will remain a source of friction, particularly when they involve actual operations and real demands from civil and military elements, as opposed to theoretical constructs of how such a partnership might work.

In the run-up to the April 2008 NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania, more and more attention turned to the enormity of the challenges in Afghanistan. NATO’s military commanders noted frequently that military forces can help create security and, therefore, provide “space” for long-term success in Afghanistan, but they cannot by themselves be the recipe for success. And NATO’s heads of state emphasized the importance of reconstruction and development as key elements that will lead to long-term success in Afghanistan, although they were looking for others outside NATO to help underwrite the cost. Not surprisingly, some turned to the EU to complement the “hard power” NATO provides. These same voices even called for NATO to explore the possibility of a “Berlin Plus in Reverse,” where, rather than enabling NATO assets to be used for EU-led operations,

33 See, for example, Carl Bildt and Anders Fogh Rasmussen, “Don’t Discount Europe’s Commitment to Afghanistan,” Washington Post, January 8, 2010.

34 General Craddock, NATO’s now-retired commander, emphasized that “continued success in Afghanistan will not be measured in a military victory.” Only a year earlier, his predecessor, General James Jones, had much the same to say: “The key message that I think needs to be delivered for Afghanistan is that Afghanistan’s long-term solution is not only a military problem.” See Jim Garamone, “Training Afghan Army Remains Key to Stability,” American Forces Press Service, October 10, 2007; General James L. Jones, “Update on NATO Operations in Afghanistan,” Foreign Press Center Roundtable, Washington, D.C., October 24, 2006b; and Judy Dempsey, “NATO Chief Urges Overhaul of Afghanistan Effort,” International Herald Tribune, November 5, 2006.
“the EU [would be] coming to the aid of a NATO-led operation with non-military assets and capabilities, on a case-by-case basis.”\textsuperscript{35} The EU has taken on selected responsibilities in Afghanistan (such as helping to develop the judicial system); however, structural and political concerns, as well as outright limitations in overall capacity, have hampered a greater commitment that NATO leaders desire.\textsuperscript{36}

While it seems unlikely the EU will move into the role of filling important capability voids in the near term, NATO leaders should continue to pursue strong NATO–EU links and should focus on expanding overall capacity in key areas, particularly civilian capacity, that can help develop local governing structures. Given France’s renewed military connections with NATO, some of the political barriers that separate NATO and the EU could decrease, allowing attention to focus on the development of key civilian capabilities that are in such demand in Afghanistan and will likely remain in high demand for years to come. Other barriers, however, will likely persist because of tensions among other NATO and EU members (e.g., over the role of Turkey, which is a NATO member and long-frustrated EU aspirant). While better NATO–EU relations would help, they should not be seen as a panacea, given the continued tensions that are all too evident in NATO itself.

Additionally, given that ISAF is a UN-mandated force, having the UN in an oversight role could help ease the assignment of tasks in NATO and could diffuse tensions between NATO and the EU. However, the UN has been plagued by its own challenges, preventing it from being able to fully embrace such a role. One measure that would have helped the UN facilitate such a role at the outset was to appoint a special envoy to Afghanistan. The initial proposal for a “triple-hatted” position (helping to coordinate UN, NATO, and EU efforts) eventu-


\textsuperscript{36} In August 2009, new NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen reiterated the need for greater assistance from the EU and UN in Afghanistan. See Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, “First NATO Press Conference,” transcript, August 3, 2009. Also, for example, see Judy Dempsey, “EU and NATO Bound in Perilous Rivalry,” \textit{International Herald Tribune}, October 4, 2006.
ally collapsed, with the various parties eventually agreeing on a more-limited role. Even so, Ambassador Kai Eide, the first UN Special Representative in Afghanistan, was only appointed in March 2008. The extent to which Ambassador Eide was successful in breaking down some of the existing barriers (between NATO, the UN, the EU, and the Afghan government) remains to be seen. If it remains likely that NATO will continue to conduct such out-of-area security operations, discussions and decisions on roles and responsibilities for all key parties—NATO, the EU, and the UN—should take place from the outset to avoid NATO’s current predicament of acting first and organizing later.

While more productive NATO–EU, NATO–UN, and NATO–EU–UN relations need to be part of the alliance’s longer-term goals, NATO leaders need to beware the temptation of making any lack of progress in building these relations the scapegoat for NATO failures in Afghanistan. Seeking cooperation with entities that can help with governance and reconstruction in Afghanistan will be important to NATO’s success, but NATO leaders also need to recall that it was NATO, not the EU or the UN, that accepted responsibilities in Afghanistan. Therefore, it will be NATO leadership that will be essential to work toward more promising outcomes.

Managing Expectations—From Summits on Down

During a period of less than 18 months, two NATO summits provided NATO heads of state opportunities not only to clarify the alliance’s role in Afghanistan but also to reconfirm its commitment to the mission. Prior to each summit, the heads of state were asked to reconfirm their commitment to the mission in Afghanistan, pledge greater

37 Ambassador Eide stepped down in March 2010 and was replaced by Staffan de Mistura.

38 Indeed, many may instead relate his term to the controversy surrounding the 2009 Afghan elections and his dispute with the UN deputy special representative to Afghanistan, Peter Galbraith, which ultimately lead to Galbraith’s firing.

resources to the ongoing effort there, and consider relaxing or eliminating restrictions on forces. Each summit produced a communiqué that was supportive in tone but accompanied by relatively little action.\textsuperscript{40}

For example, prior to the November 2006 Riga Summit, General Jones pressed allied leaders, noting that “Removing caveats is tantamount to raising more forces.”\textsuperscript{41} Jones received little in return. At the same time, other leaders were making a concerted effort to diffuse tensions over caveats prior to the summit. As Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel noted, “The issue of Afghanistan is too important for us to let it be reduced to a military north-south debate.”\textsuperscript{42} Merkel’s comments were hardly satisfying to the NATO and non-NATO allies bearing the brunt of the fighting in the volatile south and east.

Still others have tried to change the character of the ongoing NATO debate. Then–NATO Secretary General De Hoop Scheffer emphasized the need for NATO to adapt as an alliance to address threats that may originate from afar. In his words, “Either we tackle these problems when and where they emerge, or they will end up on our doorstep.”\textsuperscript{43}

During both summits, NATO heads of state clearly understood that NATO was in for a hard fight in Afghanistan and remained optimistic about succeeding. But they were only prepared to act incrementally to address the most pressing problems. Each time, the heads of state spoke in optimistic terms but found themselves constrained politically from taking further action. Secretary General De Hoop Scheffer’s comment at the conclusion of the Riga Summit is illustrative: “It’s winnable. It’s being won, but not yet won.”\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{40} See North Atlantic Council, “Riga Summit Declaration,” Riga, Latvia, November 29, 2006.


\textsuperscript{42} “Merkel Rules Out German Role in Volatile Southern Afghanistan,” Agence France Presse, November 22, 2006.


\textsuperscript{44} Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, “Closing Press Conference,” Riga, Latvia, November 29, 2006a.
What NATO leaders have not yet confronted, at least not in their public statements, is whether NATO has the staying power to achieve long-term success in Afghanistan. A series of reports in early 2008—including one led by retired General Jones—called for renewed attention on the growing challenges posed in Afghanistan and noted that, even as the situation in Iraq appeared (at least for the time being) to be stabilizing, the situation in Afghanistan was deteriorating sharply. The intent of the reports was clear: to intensify the focus on Afghanistan and to bring additional pressure on NATO leaders to produce a more-cohesive strategy and a more-viable set of commitments at the Bucharest summit. The reports’ influence, however, was fleeting; the various recommendations seemed to fade from view almost as quickly as they were introduced.

It is perhaps telling that, even during NATO’s 60th anniversary celebrations in Strasbourg, France, and Kehl, Germany, in April 2009, calls for additional resources to support operations in Afghanistan were noticeably absent. Instead, the discussion on Afghanistan focused on the growing U.S. role and the start of a “strategic review of U.S. policy in the Afghanistan/Pakistan region that will serve as a basis for discussions on the future direction of ISAF.” Additionally, both U.S. and NATO officials emphasized the training mission as an opportunity for NATO members to do more, in concert with the announcement of the formation of NTM-A. Nevertheless, the seeming absence of a debate on operations in Afghanistan, despite rising casualties and continued Taliban threat, revealed the heightened sensitivities in NATO and the

47 Belkin et al., 2009, p. 2.
48 The purpose of the NTM-A is to provide senior-level mentoring and training to ANA and ANP. For more details, please see Belkin et al., 2009; NATO, “Fact Sheet: NATO Training Mission—Afghanistan (NTM-A),” October 2009c; and NATO, 2010a.
extent to which negative discussions from the NATO leadership had the potential to adversely affect the mission.

Even at the London Conference in January 2010, NATO members emphasized the criticality of the training mission, but many have yet to make good on pledges for funding and troops.\textsuperscript{49} While NATO members seem increasingly focused on transferring responsibilities back to the Afghans (particularly ANSF) to enable their own forces to come home,\textsuperscript{50} they remain hesitant to provide the resources to meet stated goals and time lines. In a sense, perhaps one ramification of the Americanization of the effort has led some NATO members to feel less pressure to contribute: Acting in support of the alliance is different from acting in support of the United States. Perhaps tellingly, after announcing Germany would only contribute 500 additional troops (compared to hopes of 1,500 more) and would begin withdrawing in 2011, Chancellor Angela Merkel stated, “We have nothing to be ashamed of . . . It was not the case that the Americans asked us what we wanted to do, but rather we determined ourselves what we intend to do.”\textsuperscript{51}

Additionally, part of NATO’s reluctance to demonstrate the staying power needed to succeed in Afghanistan may be attributable to a gradual but steady erosion of confidence in Afghanistan’s national leaders. After a fairly lengthy period of support for the Karzai leadership, concern mounted not merely about corruption generally in Afghanistan but about corruption extending to the highest levels of the Karzai government. By the latter half of 2006, the concern was being expressed openly and has not receded since.\textsuperscript{52} Suggestions that Afghan authorities, particularly the Afghan police, have been openly collaborating with the Taliban have fueled speculation that Karzai’s government is not capable of controlling—to say nothing of disciplining—its own leaders. Evidence that local police authorities

\textsuperscript{49} Whitlock, 2010.


\textsuperscript{51} Whitlock, 2010.

\textsuperscript{52} See, for example, Carlotta Gall, “Doubts About Karzai Growing,” \textit{International Herald Tribune}, August 22, 2006.
may have collaborated with the Taliban in 2008 to target American forces greatly fueled these concerns.53 Indeed, by 2009, Secretary General Scheffer stated: “The basic problem in Afghanistan is not too much Taliban; it’s too little good governance.”54

Nevertheless, despite the unease with Karzai, it is not clear that there is a viable alternative. Although NATO received Karzai publicly at the Bucharest summit, considerable unease remains about his leadership, particularly among the British. The 2009 Afghan elections further highlighted this tension, as Karzai remained in power following a controversial election widely perceived as deeply flawed. The election showed the effects a lack of confidence in Karzai’s government could have on NATO’s staying power. As one report noted following the London Conference,

The elephant in the room at yesterday’s conference was just how much longer the West is prepared to risk the lives of its soldiers for a cause that many of their countrymen no longer believe in, or are prepared to support.55

Pakistan remains the other obstacle to success. As time passed, NATO leaders came to understand that they could not deal effectively with the security problems inside Afghanistan without addressing the security threats emanating from Pakistan. When NATO’s responsibilities were limited to Kabul and the northern parts of Afghanistan, NATO leaders generally could assume away the challenges emanating from Pakistan as an American problem. But as NATO’s responsibilities expanded and as the Taliban threat, which was being organized and supported from Pakistani territory, grew in numbers and sophistication, NATO leaders could no longer wish the problem away. Recognizing the problem did not, however, lead to a solution. NATO had


55 Con Coughlin, “Has the West Got the Will to Carry on Shedding Blood for the Afghans?” Daily Telegraph (London), January 29, 2010.
little or no experience in dealing with Pakistan, and strong and consistent voices in NATO resisted further expansion of NATO’s mission. Although some saw it necessary to engage Pakistan diplomatically, most feared that NATO could find itself pitted against Pakistani forces over disputed border areas. Several NATO members, particularly the British and Americans, seemed doubtful that NATO could help with Pakistan, and therefore cautioned against any further involvement. The Americans, in the meantime, continue to target militants in Pakistan’s tribal region by using drones controlled by the Central Intelligence Agency.56

Still, NATO leaders understand that the alliance runs real risks with Pakistan and that, if support for the Taliban inside Pakistan cannot be tempered, the prospect of military clashes will continue to grow and could ultimately include threats to NATO supply lines that run through Pakistan, as is now the case. This has a bearing not only on broad NATO support for the mission but also on NATO members’ willingness to commit forces to the most dangerous areas of Afghanistan for fear that national forces, under NATO command, might become engaged directly with Pakistani-supported forces or, worse, Pakistan’s army.

Most NATO leaders understand that a political solution in Afghanistan will require some level of reconciliation with the Taliban, many of whom reside in Pakistan.57 Reaching out to Taliban members, across the border into Pakistan, will necessitate delicate diplomatic maneuvering that will be nearly impossible without some form of political dialogue with Pakistani officials.58 NATO leaders may be content that British and American leaders orchestrate such contacts through national channels, but it is likely that, at some point, NATO


57 Although many agree that reconciliation or a negotiated settlement are necessary, disagreement remains about when this should occur. See James Dobbins, “Talking to the Taliban,” New York Times, May 11, 2010.

itself will want to establish some form of political channel to Pakistani leaders, if only to facilitate contact with Taliban elements living and operating from inside Pakistan.

Just as NATO leaders contemplate how commitments can be sustained, they also are being forced to contemplate how commitments are being managed. Now, after seven years of involvement in Afghanistan, NATO has yet to draw on any of its existing headquarters structures to command forces in the operation and has ruled out the option of committing any “standing” forces or capabilities to the operation. Even the recently created NRF, which was established in many ways to contend with circumstances like Afghanistan, has been kept off the roster of available forces. Instead, NATO countries have chosen to draw on forces for Afghanistan that fall outside their normal NATO commitments, working with a set of ad hoc command arrangements and ad hoc force commitments, many of which are made in piecemeal fashion.

A likely result could be the emergence of “two NATOs” or, at the very least, two distinctly different levels of experience in NATO: first, the cadre of experienced forces that have participated in operations in Afghanistan and have brought important lessons back to their home countries and to the alliance as a whole but that are not part of standing NATO structures, and second, the standing command structure and regularly assigned forces that have not been called on to help with what arguably is one of NATO’s most important missions to date and have not benefited from recent battle experience. Time will tell whether this has lasting effects on the alliance, but there is little question that NATO has made a tremendous investment in standing structures and processes to generate a formal commitment of forces that have not been called on thus far to contribute to the mission in Afghanistan and that cannot rightly be called “battle tested” in comparison with the forces that have served there. This might also call into question the need for many of the standing headquarters and standing force commitments, particularly the NRF.

Ultimately, as the security situation in Afghanistan remains highly challenging or perhaps deteriorates further, as the costs for reconstruction and development grow, and as the politics in Afghanistan become
more difficult to navigate, the challenges and costs for NATO will only expand. There is little likelihood that the situation in Afghanistan will stabilize in the short term, and there is every reason to believe that NATO will be involved in Afghanistan for the long term. While frictions in the alliance have been managed thus far, and indeed relations in the alliance are far better than they were just a few years ago, we should expect tensions to mount, particularly if improvements to the security situation prove elusive and casualties grow. Just as America’s war in Iraq produced a domestic backlash in American politics, particularly when the security situation there looked dire, it is reasonable to assume that NATO’s long war in Afghanistan may produce a backlash in NATO polities.

As in its earlier history, there are good reasons to believe that NATO, through a series of successive albeit incremental steps, will adapt to the changing circumstances in Afghanistan and maintain support for the overall effort. These steps may include increased resources (such as troops, trainers, equipment, and financial aid), a renewed commitment in support of NATO’s role in Afghanistan, or relaxed caveats on forces currently assisting with operations. Certainly, these are not the only steps that can be taken, but they serve as examples of ways NATO members can reconfirm their commitment and support not only to NATO as an alliance but also to completing and succeeding at its mission in Afghanistan. What will ultimately undermine support, however, is if casualties mount—including civilian casualties among NATO partners and inside Afghanistan and even Pakistan—and the burdens of those losses are shared unequally among NATO’s partners. This is not an experience that NATO has endured before, and it is not clear that it is one that can be readily managed. There certainly is little indication that NATO heads of state have taken steps to manage such an eventuality.

More than a few careful observers have cautioned that President Karzai maintains tenuous control at best and that his influence is highly constrained beyond the immediate reaches of Kabul. See, for example, Eric Schmitt, “U.S. Envoy’s Cables Show Worries on Afghan Plans,” New York Times, January 25, 2010.
We are on the edge of a precipice.

—Lord George Robertson, 2010

The changing character of the NATO alliance since the late days of the Cold War has been a story of endurance and adaptability. Looking back over what is now more than 20 years, it was never certain that the alliance would remain intact; that its membership would expand, not just once but three times; and that it would commit itself to operations outside the geographic area of the alliance on three separate occasions. It is far too easy to declare each new challenge NATO confronts as a defining moment for the alliance. Surely, as Operation Allied Force wound down in summer 1999, few if any observers would have expected NATO to be involved again, in just a few short years, in far-off Afghanistan. Indeed, many saw Allied Force as the outer limit of NATO’s out-of-area operations, with the strains on the alliance too great to contemplate anything seemingly so ambitious for many years to come. This clearly was the view of Bush administration, with its emphasis on coalitions of the willing. Yet counting NATO out, as some are inclined to do, seems exaggerated and misplaced. That does

---


2 See Chapter Three for more on coalitions of the willing.

3 See Bacevich, 2008.
not mean NATO will escape a lengthy period of retrenchment and introspection, leading to the obvious question: What might be next for NATO?

For an alliance that seemed desperate to act, to demonstrate that it could do *something* in the aftermath of 9/11, it is now in the position of being responsible for doing everything in Afghanistan. Despite the caveats and restrictions, despite insufficient troops and equipment, despite ever-growing threats and resurgent attacks from enemy forces, and despite a general uneasiness among NATO’s political leaders and their publics, NATO troops have thus far performed reasonably well, given the difficulties of operating at such a distance and with the constraints on NATO’s military leaders. Although NATO’s mission in Afghanistan continues to be under enormous strain and although the alliance will likely be committed there for many years to come, the direst of predictions have not played out. NATO may yet confront far more trying circumstances in Afghanistan or in response to instability in neighboring Pakistan, and tensions in the alliance could peak. This increase in tension could fragment the alliance, with some members staying and others departing, or the alliance as a whole might choose to end its commitment in Afghanistan, leaving the United States and whatever other countries choose to remain to form a new partnership. Moreover, the problems Afghanistan presents need not become vastly more difficult before many NATO members tire,4 spurring a debate among NATO’s leaders and their publics to end its commitment.

Indeed, in some form or another, this outcome appears increasingly likely: Afghanistan remains a NATO operation in name only, with fewer and fewer NATO members contributing actively to ISAF operations. For that matter, there is no escaping that the “Americanization” of the Afghanistan commitment, which began in 2008 but which became pronounced in 2009 and 2010, could likely prove to

---

be positive for Afghanistan but ultimately negative for NATO. Thus, Americans assuming much more of the risk does not leave NATO in any better place and does not leave NATO off the hook. It does relieve NATO of some of the burdens and risks but, in turn, makes NATO the junior partner. As a result, Afghanistan may no longer be viewed as an alliance mission but as a U.S. mission with key NATO contributions.

Any future successes in Afghanistan will be credited to the second American “surge” and not to a newfound sense of NATO unity and resilience. American policymakers will be sure to credit NATO for its many contributions when the circumstances demand it, but they will not be quick to forget that NATO seemed incapable of marshaling what was necessary to succeed in the first place and unable to recapture momentum once it was lost. For their part, NATO’s European leaders will readily accept any accolades offered but will not soon forget how outmatched they seemed to be when it came time to make good on NATO’s commitments in Afghanistan.

Recognizing this reality, however harsh, would offer a fresh point of departure for NATO heads of state and might begin to help answer the question about what is next for NATO. The effort needs to begin with a more coordinated effort by NATO heads of state to manage expectations among NATO members and their respective publics. American leaders need to recognize that NATO has little more to give, and NATO’s European leaders need to accept (and appreciate) that the United States has once again stepped in to fill the void, that NATO is now supporting an American-led effort. Addressing the misalignment in expectations will help establish a new reality for NATO and will aid the development of a more-holistic long-term strategy for Afghanistan. This, in turn, could help NATO prove its resiliency as an alliance and institution.

---

5 The irony here is that former President George W. Bush was willing to treat NATO as an equal partner.
6 The first “surge,” of course, occurred in Iraq beginning in late 2006.
7 See Vinocur, 2009.
Accepting a new reality does not mean that NATO can completely opt out of Afghanistan or merely allow its commitment to wither on the vine. Even in a significantly reduced role in support of an American-led effort, NATO leaders need to dedicate more political attention to reaching a consensus on the definition of success. This, in turn, will require NATO’s political and military leaders to coordinate the level of demands, commitment, and resources required to complete the mission. Establishing such a baseline will thereby enable commanders on the ground and heads of state back home to work together to address any imbalance existing across the alliance—in terms of troop levels, funding, and equipment—and will also foster greater cohesion of NATO efforts.

To date, the highly fragile security situation in Afghanistan has perhaps drawn far too much attention to the debate over how many and what kinds of troops and equipment NATO will commit to operations in Afghanistan and too little attention to NATO’s ability to create a viable Afghan security force. It is the latter, however, that is most crucial for NATO’s (and America’s) exit strategy and for long-term stability. While debates about whether or not various NATO members are meeting their responsibilities to provide troops and equipment are important, so too are debates about what is necessary to train, equip, and support Afghan security forces adequately. NATO has fallen considerably short of providing the training expertise to create a viable Afghan security force,8 to say nothing of investments in other critical governing structures.

Here is an area in which the beginnings of a new reality might be forged. NATO is unlikely to take up any more of the combat functions in Afghanistan. Indeed, its relative role has declined considerably in recent months. But NATO partners could assume a greater role in training and expanding Afghan security forces. NATO leaders, particularly American leaders, will need to work hard to avoid the inevitable

---

8 By one estimate, NATO is short 1,500 to 1,700 instructors or trainers and approximately 2,500 mentors in Afghanistan from the total deemed necessary to meet the stated goals and timeline for developing the Afghan national security forces. See Adam Entous, “US Makes Appeal to NATO on Afghan Training,” Reuters, February 4, 2010. We also recognize that U.S. forces under OEF are also in need of more military trainers (see Chapter Four).
shorthand that “NATO trains while America fights,” but such a new set of arrangements might point to a more-viable partnership. It would recognize not only that there are limits to what NATO’s European partners can contribute but would also remedy an important shortcoming in the American- and NATO-led efforts to date. Implementing such a step would likely benefit by establishing an ISAF training command under a European-led commander.

Should the renewed American focus on gaining and maintaining stability in key regions bear fruit over the next 12 to 18 months and should a more-concerted NATO effort begin to produce more robust and more capable ANSF, the United States and NATO could get past the era of finger-pointing over who lost Afghanistan and in turn look to the moment when the transatlantic partnership began to yield measurable success. Over time, significant increases in Afghan security capabilities would allow NATO’s European partners and the United States to scale back on their respective commitments of troops and materiel. It would also place the NATO-Afghanistan relationship on a much more stable footing for the long term, since the Afghan government would be much less dependent on NATO and U.S. forces to meet its basic security needs.

This is not meant to imply that, should a new reality be forged that focuses on NATO’s training responsibilities and should such arrangements succeed, NATO has entered a new era. Afghanistan will continue to challenge the alliance in a host of ways, some anticipated and many not. A NATO training focus in Afghanistan would not naturally suggest a NATO training focus in other challenging areas of the globe. The Afghanistan experience has almost certainly tested the limits of NATO’s ambitions and reach for a long time to come.

Furthermore, although there is, or perhaps was, a temptation among some NATO members to look beyond Afghanistan and think of a future in which NATO serves as the basis for a global alliance or for tackling initiatives globally,9 which might include the likes of

---

9 See, for example, Zbigniew Brzezinski, “An Agenda for NATO: Toward a Global Security Web,” *Foreign Affairs*, September/October 2009. Additionally, advocates of this view saw former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s January 2007 visit to NATO as a hopeful sign. See
Japan, Australia, and South Korea, that path could prove to be difficult if not impossible to navigate. NATO no longer appears to have an appetite for such a venture—if, in fact, it ever did—and the list of potential partners may be approaching zero.\(^{10}\) What is far more likely is that NATO members will conclude that their problems closer to home are growing in importance and sophistication and that NATO’s key members—perhaps including the United States—lack the will to become entangled in anything nearly as challenging as the Afghanistan commitment has proven to be.

For the future, NATO’s attention will almost certainly turn to problems closer to home, such as confronting the continuing threat of radical Islam in the Middle East and the burgeoning Islamic population inside Europe, dealing with problems of piracy along NATO’s periphery, and perhaps contending with the emerging threat of Iran’s ambition for nuclear weapons. NATO will want to continue to interact with Russia in constructive ways, but some NATO members, particularly the new NATO members, will always be wary of Russia’s intentions and will point to Russian provocations with a certain level of alarm, especially after Russia’s August 2008 military intervention in Georgia.\(^{11}\) Russia, in turn, will continue to test NATO, with the aim of stressing or even fracturing NATO solidarity, on a range of matters along its periphery. Russia will be particularly meddlesome when it comes to considering new members of the alliance, significantly raising the cost of entry for such new members as Georgia and Ukraine. NATO could feel compelled to play a larger security role in sub-Saharan Africa, although to date the alliance has shown little appetite

---

\(^{10}\) Germany’s General (retired) Klaus Naumann’s recent sentiments—“the alliance should not be made into a global actor”—are indicative of such a view. See Naumann, 2009, p. 62.

to get involved there; nor for that matter do the African states seem eager for greater NATO involvement.

NATO’s 60th anniversary, commemorated in spring 2009, provided NATO’s leaders an opportunity to reflect on the future of the alliance and chart future directions. By all indications, the anniversary focused more on past glory than on future opportunities and thus proved to be a missed opportunity, perhaps because the strains on the alliance were simply too fresh to be considered with any perspective. After more than seven years of continuous involvement in Afghanistan, there is no doubt that some NATO leaders would prefer that NATO “come home” to Europe, particularly given the unsettled relationships that surround much of NATO’s periphery. Others certainly sympathize with earlier admonitions that NATO’s future is “out of area or out of business” but now do so from a much more cautious position than those who first gave voice to the position. Those responsible for crafting messages on NATO’s future strategic directions will likely want to capture both points of view: NATO does have important responsibilities at home, and NATO will want to remain involved in the world beyond its immediate area of responsibility, if for no other reason than the rest of the world will not likely let NATO retreat to the comfortable confines of Europe. The initial draft of a new strategic concept for NATO will undoubtedly capture these themes while struggling to show a renewed emphasis on NATO’s role in Afghanistan.12

It is conceivable that NATO might want to establish a set of guidelines, if only informal guidelines, revalidating core commitments and governing future commitments and the use of force.13 Indeed, the

---

12 See Christopher S. Chivvis, “Recasting NATO’s Strategic Concept: Possible Directions for the United States,” Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, OP-280-AF, 2009. The new NATO Strategic Concept is anticipated to be released at the fall 2010 NATO summit to be held in Lisbon.

13 This would be reminiscent of the American debate in the mid-1980s, when Secretary of State George Shultz and Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger established competing guidelines that would govern commitment of American troops. Shultz’s guidelines tended to be more permissive, while Weinberger’s were far more restrictive. See Richard Halloran, “Shultz and Weinberger: Disputing Use of Force,” New York Times, November 30, 1984. Additionally, we acknowledge the May 2010 report by a group of experts (chaired by Madeleine K. Albright), which also discussed establishing guidelines for future missions. See
effort to develop a strategic concept may present an opportunity to
develop these guidelines in a way that adequately captures the current
security environment and threats to NATO members. Such guidelines
would undoubtedly include the following parameters:

- **Individual member countries:** Is there strong political support
  of any new commitments from the outset?
  - Has there been active public outreach, including a discussion
    of what the mission may entail, including the risk of casualties?
- **Internal NATO:** Is there a willingness and readiness to adapt to
  changing circumstances?
  - How flexible is the alliance? What limitations and mission con-
    straints currently exist or may arise (e.g., other NATO mis-
    sions)?
- **NATO and non-NATO members:** Is there clarity of roles among
  NATO and non-NATO members?
  - Are capabilities matched to the mission?

Any NATO discussions on the use of force require a balance
between diplomatic and military power. Debates on these issues should
therefore not be undertaken inside military channels only. This respon-
sibility might be more suitable for NATO heads of state or a senior-
level working body (i.e., the executive working group). Regardless of
whether the revised strategic concept tackles the governing rules of
engagement or whether it is decided by another NATO body, the effort
itself would aid NATO in understanding the constraints, limitations,
and potential breaking points of missions under consideration. Fur-
thermore, this would also present an appropriate forum for addressing
external factors that may affect NATO’s calculus.14

Some might inevitably see such guidelines as applying a set of
rules that could never be met—setting the bar so high that NATO

---

14 In his 2010 speech, Lord Robertson quoted Leon Trotsky when discussing NATO’s role
in Afghanistan: “We may not be interested in this war, but this war is interested in us.” See
Robertson, 2010.
could never jump over it. Indeed, there are likely to be some among NATO’s ranks who would welcome just such a test. But an informal set of guidelines that could be used to better align NATO political support with anticipated future missions might help avoid the types of risks that NATO might reasonably have anticipated when it first became involved in Afghanistan and when it later assumed a much greater set of responsibilities. At the very least, an informal set of guidelines could give structure to an internal NATO debate that would precede any new formal commitment. Moreover, this could also serve as a guide for reinforcing NATO’s commitment once the mission is under way.\textsuperscript{15} This type of debate would also help insulate NATO from future detractors, who, as in the Afghanistan experience, could point to the lack of formal debate as a reason for curtailing or pulling back from any future commitment. In this way, the guidelines would not have to be seen as setting a high bar but instead could be seen as the basic point of entry for any new commitment. It clearly would be a reflection of the difficult lessons that NATO has learned from the Afghanistan experience.

Whatever the outcome in Afghanistan, and whether or not NATO chooses to adopt a set of guidelines, it seems reasonably clear that the alliance will not enter any new commitments lightly—perhaps including commitments to new members, such as Georgia and Ukraine—and might well for a time focus on shoring up relationships in the alliance before taking on new responsibilities beyond the North Atlantic area. This is not to presume that NATO’s importance on a global scale will be any less; NATO is, and will continue to be, an important global security alliance. For the time being, however, the scope of NATO’s future roles abroad may be more limited, such as focusing on humanitarian assistance or training, advising, and assisting nations that seek

\textsuperscript{15} Here, we are reminded of NATO’s campaign in Kosovo and the parallel public diplomacy effort. Lord Robertson noted that the UK Ministry of Defense held a daily press conference, followed by a NATO press conference in the afternoon, and one by the U.S. Department of Defense in the evening. The result of these conferences was that “publics right across the world got the message that we meant business and that we were absolutely committed to achieving our objectives.” Such a coordinated and consistent effort could be beneficial for strengthening NATO cohesion. See Robertson, 2010.
support. While these efforts may entail long-term commitments, they would fall well short of committing combat forces. Nevertheless, such missions would require NATO to assess and identify capabilities and skills inherent among its members to determine how they can best contribute to achieve a sustainable and successful effort. But following through on these commitments will be key and will require NATO leaders and their respective publics to understand and support the need to participate in the effort. To the extent that Afghanistan is seen as risking NATO itself, which from this vantage point is hard to escape, most of the allies will be highly reluctant to take up new risks that are not seen as responding to a direct threat to the alliance and its members. The alliance’s new strategic concept will undoubtedly seek to balance NATO’s various roles at home and abroad, but there should be little doubt that, for the time being, NATO’s focus will be at home. The away games appear to be beyond NATO’s reach.
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